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THE POSPELOV-ACHESON CLASH

(Editorial))

In the last days of January, 1951, there was a diplomatic round in

the clash between the Kremlin and Washington. The Kremlin was re-

presented by Piotr Pospelov and Washington by the Secretary of State

Dean O. Acheson. The round was staged in the presence and even with

the aid of the full Moscow Politburo under the leadership of Stalin
himself and of the American Senate. It was another play in the great game
of mobilizing world opinion back of Moscow and back of Washington.
There was mention made in the American press of the savage attack by

Pospelov on America and also of the resolution of friendship for the
Russian people and of the statement of the Assistant Secretary of State,
Jack K. McFall in which he assured the Russian people of the unchanged
desire of the American government to maintain the indivisibility of the

Russian Empire as it had done in rejecting the peace of Brest-Litovsk in

1918. There was not a word in the press of the meaning of this clash,

although it would have been most interesting to the American people.

First we must identify the participants. Dean O. Acheson as Secretary
of State is known to all Americans. Piotr N. Pospelov is scarcely known in

this country. Vet Piotr N. Pospelov Is no ordinary Bolshevik agitator, no

minor star in the Bolshevik pantheon. He is the grand inquisitor of

Moscow, the guardian of the Orthodox Communist religion. His post is

that of Director of the Moscow Institute of Marx, Engels, and Lenin, the

highest ideological training school of world Communism as well as of

Russian. Such an institution in Russian reality is almost infallible, for

it is the authoritative expounder of the party policy.

Piotr N. Pospelov challenged the leader of American foreign policy.
He brutally attacked America at the exercises marking the 27th anniversary
of the death of Lenin. These were held in Moscow in the Bolshoy Theatre

in the presence of all the members of the Politburo headed by Joseph
Visarionovich Stalin. In his speech, Pospelov raged at America for its

\"military-imperialist\" preparations which were intended at the proper

time to create a new intervention and attack on the Soviets and to bathe
In the blood of the Russian people as thirty yean ago during the civil war.

\"The Russian people\", said Pospelov, \"will never forget that the hands)))
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of American Imperialists are red with the blood of the Russian people\".

He further threatened that when America provokes the Third World War,
it will end in a terrible catastrophe for America, such as the Second World

War did for Hitler. Then giving up all pretence of the truth, he asserted

that President Wilson at the Versailles Conference demanded the dis-

memberment of Russia and the violent overthrowing of the Communist
government, the same goal u that of the present policy of America.

Anyone who knows Soviet tactics, can euily undentand that this

provocative speec h of Pospelov had ita own clearly defined and prepared

object The director of the highest Communist academy, the theoretician of

Communist tactics, does Dot throw around words and accusations with-
out a purpose u the result of a temporary mood. His speech wu certainly

dilCUSIed In advance to the lut syllable and his tactics were approved by

the Politburo of the Kremlin. Its effect wu aimed not only at the

America which he attacked but even more at the nations enslaved by

MOICOW, that AchHles' heel of the Soviet Union which Is even more sen-
titive now, when war threatens and the revolutionary movements of the
oppressed nations are becoming stronger. For them the word \"spUtting

from Russia\" hu especial significance. Pospelov wu speaking also to the
nations of Asia and Africa for whom the concepts of \"imperialism\" and
\"colonialism\" are not empty sounds. He was bidding the satellite nations
not to put their hopes on America but to count on the strength of Moscow.

H& provocatlvt sl'\037ech was Int\037nded to draw AtMrica Into tht aretIQ and
ICJ dtftat It on 'hI diplomatic field In tht opinion of tht \037ntirt world.

Pospelov, as director of the Communist academy, certainly knows

thoroughly the history of American intervention and the unfriendly attitude
of President Wilson to the liberation movements among the peoples of

Russia during World War I, despite his belief in the doctrine of self-

determination of peoples. Pospelov knew that America had stood for an

undivided Russia: he knows also that thanks to the influence of the White

Russian immigrants and the American Russophiles educated by the Rus-

lians, the American State Department still takes the same attitude. But

he wanted a spokesman for the American State to tell that to the entire
world.

All the nations oppressed by the Soviets look to America as their

liberator. They know that It is across their territory that the American
attack in case of war will have to be made on Moscow, that their territories

will become the dread theatre of u atomic war. Every one knows that

*\"hoat the destruction of the Ukrainian Donbas and Krivly Rib, without

the annihilation of the Azerbaijanlu Baku and the Georgian Batum,)))
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there will be no decision. The aid of these nations could be decisive for
the outcome of such a war but they would have to pay an almost over-

whelming price. Yet they would be willing to do 10 and to side with

America, provided that they could cast off the yoke of Moscow. That is

the general mood in the nations oppressed by the Soviet Union. Their

hop' In AlMrica g a ttrribl\037 wlapon In th\037 Jl(rnds of th, revolutlonaTJf
anti-Moscow I'ropaganda and U offl\" them moral IUI'I'ort In th,l,
struggl, with lhe K\"mlln.

The Kremlin, for Its part, wants America to destroy this revolutionary
morale of these nations and for them to lose their hope in the aid 01
America. It is very obvious that any statements made by Moscow to pro-

duce this effect directly through the words of the Politburo or the party
press would have DO result. The Kremlin therefore needed a statement
from Washington Itself which would declare against the liberation of the

enslaved nations and take away from them any hope that they might re-
ceive aid in their struggle from abroad. This was the real aim of Pospelov'l
attack on America. He wanted to draw America into the ring ad compel
her to say publicly what her plans were as regards the establishment of

freedom and democracy in Eastern Europe.

The tactics of Pospelov were well planned and sldllfully executed. It

elicited the reply from America that America had no plans, has none, and
will not have them in the future. The Senate approved a resolution of

friendship for the Russian people and indicated its willingness to spend

billions for raising their standard of living. The representative of the
State Department, Assistant Secretary Jack K. McFall, in a letter to
Senator MacMahon explained the American foreign policy toward the

nations enslaved by the Kremlin. He pointed out that American foreign

poUcy was not aiming at the dismemberment 01 Russia but at maintaining

It Intact just as the America 011918 had denounced th\037 \"infamous\" Brest-

Utovsk treaty which had recognized an independent Ukraine in accordance

with thl dlclarations of President WUson on self-determination.
Here Pospelov won a great victory. He wanted America through the

lips of its officials to declare that it was for the enslavement of almost one
hundred million non-Russians by the Russians of the Soviet Union, that it
was not planning to help them in their struggle for freedom and that all the

declarations of America on the freedom of natioDs were not intended for

universal application, for they did not apply to the one hundred millions

enslaved by the Soviet Union. It II only natural that such a basic declara-
tion will undermine the revolutionary morale among the enslaved natioDs,
for It bids them grovel before Stalin, to leek within the orbit of Soviet)))
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Influences the solution of their most pressing problems and most of all
to protect their country against an atomic war, since they can have no

hope of liberation by the aid of America.

Pospelov succeeded in drawing the director of the American foreign
policy into the arena and giving him a staggering blow which will weaken

support for the United States. This statement of the American State De-

partment will injure the efforts and the morale of the anti-Soviet under-
ground and it will deepen the depression among the satellites of Moscow,
for they have already come to the conclusion that without the shattering
of Russia and the liberation of Ukraine there can be no free Poland,
Rumania, or Czechia, no Lithuania, Latvia or Estonia.

There can be no doubt that the Kremlin will give as wide a circulation

as possible to this utterance of the State Departament, especially among
the oppressed nations of the Soviet Union. We are convinced that in

Ukraine Moscow will offer a few sops to the Ukrainian people, some

temporary concessions, to prove to restless Ukraine that it can not look

to America for liberation from the ruling Moscow. The Kremlin will be

able to exploit this new diplomatic defeat for America exactly as it has
done the American mistakes In Asia and the Near East.

The effect of this official policy of America in regard to Eastern

Europe has been made clear by the reaction of the so-called Anti-Bolshevik

Block of Nations, an organization of the revolutionary centres of the

Don-Russian nations of the Soviet Union. It is sufficient to read the

analysis of this policy which appeared under the title, \"The Throwing

Away of Friends\", in the journal, L'Ukrainlen, which is published in Paris
and is in close contact with the Anti-Bolshevik Nations and the Ukrain-
ian Relistance within the Iron curtain. For the information of our readers,
we are printing a translation of this article in this number.

If the State Department is to maintain its present position, which

II thoroughly undemocratic and at the same time there are to appear state-

ments from the President, the Secretary of State and other persons in

authority that America does stand for democracy and the freedom of all

peoples, it is perfectly natural that America will lose the confidence of the
world in its statements and that the Bolsheviks will be able to capitalize

upon this in drawing up and carrying out their own policy.

William Henry Chamberlin points out this double standard in his

last book, \"America's Second Crusade\". He questions how the American

Sovietophiles, who call themselves liberals, can reconcile the deeds of

Bolshevik tyranny with their liberalism. He calls them \"totalitarian
liberals\". This type has not vanished from America but It has slightly)))
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changed. A long series of responsible statesmen in America call themselves

liberals and demand freedom for the half-developed Asiatic peoples, but

they are equally zealous in demanding the preservation of Russia, the
greatest prison of nations. This new type of \"liberal supporters of the
Russian Empire\" can be satisfied with their egoistical phrases on democ-

racy and liberty and the tolerated suppression of 100,000,000 people in
a dozen nations. They form a truly amazing brand of \"totalitarian

liberals\" .

Meanwhile the duel between Moscow and Washington goes on. We
believe that this is only the first round in the struggle for the public

opinion of the world. We are convinced that in time Washington will
learn to evaluate more correctly the situation in Eastern Europe and will

wake up to the need of having allies behind the Iron curtain, as the crisis

develops. The American Russophiles who are influencing the policy of

America to protect the Soviet Empire, are merely alienating from America
millions of potential allies. They are gaining it no friends, for neither

the Soviet nor American Russians will respond to their frenzied attacks

upon the Kremlin.

At present American public opinion is trying to prevent a Third
World War which perhaps can be prevented, if America spends
and is able to spend 70 billions yearly for some ten years. Meanwhile the

Soviets are not only arming themselves but 450 million red Chinese and
other Asiatics. Under such conditions dreams of a victory over Moscow

along present lines are of doubtful value. What Is the cause of the failure?
It will be impossible to overcome Moscow and the vast Eastern

European spaces without the help of the masses of the local population
and the foes of Moscow. The proper Russians (the MUlCovites) are not and
will not be the enemies of Moscow, for they will not overthrow their own

empire and introduce a democracy which they have never practiced. The
only reliable enemies of red Moscow are the non..Russians enslaved within

the Russian Empire, for they can only achieve liberation by the ruin of that

Empire. In its own interests America must maintain and strengthen the
trust and confidence of these non-Russian peoples, must encourage them

and support them, if it wishes to defeat Moscow in the final round of the

struggle.)))
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TIM Innltabl\037 Fatal Constqu\037lI\302\243ts of thl A,.ricaft Thes\" 01 Support

for thl IndtslructlbUlty of thl Russian Empire.)

by I. ZELENKO)

(In oar opiaIoa It II to the Yltal intereIt of America that the Americaa

people be mfo . \037ed about the reactloa of their potential aID. ia the
.....ate witb Moecow , the aatiOlll \037 by RIIIIia, to the ...
... poIiq of the State Departmen t We are therefore reprinting tbiI
article wbicla appeared In the Pariliaa paper, \"L'UkTllilllna\", oa
Peb.,..\" 18, 1951, aader the peeadoaJIII of I. Zelenko. Thia paper

.. dole relatiOlll with the Anti-Bollbent Block of NatlOlll elpedaUy
with the Ukralnlaa aaclerlfOlln cl. The article was written in connectloa
with the lta t\037at of the Americaa Allistant Secretuy of State, Jack
It Me PaD to the American Seaate that the State Department II op-
poled to the dilmem belmen t of R.... IDto national Ita_ We are

dilcUllial this subject in the editoriaL - Th\037 EditDr.))

There is not always need of a physical club for there are words and
declarations which sting worse than a lash. Such a political blow on the
head haa been given to tens of millions of patriots enslaved by Moscc,w

by the recent official declaration of the American State Department that
America has always been opposed and still is now to any plans for the

dismemberment of Russia. The background and content of this declara-
tion is published elsewhere in this number of our paper under the title
..

A fearful document.'t
A Russophile position of this character is the right of America; it

Is the right of every great, sovereign power. Every one who has the power,

has the right - as America - to form a policy In accordance with its
own Interests. If the United States of America believes that Its Interests

are better served by the existence of a great Russian Empire, the respon-

sibility for the results of such a policy must in the last analysis fall

only upon itself.
But the Americans must concede to othen the same right to egotism

and a policy along the linea of their own nearest interests. Let us omit
from this dilcusaion and calculation all superfluous platitudes about

Justice, democracy, humanity, human rights, etc. TIM I'OUq of II \",at)))
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nation Uk, th, Unlt\037d Stat\" in acceptin, tht view 01 the IndestructlbiUty

01 th, Ruulan Empire, doolllJ t\037ns 01 mlUlons 01 peopl\037 to th\037 continua-

tion 01 th\037ir historical slav,ry, d\037,radation and txploltatlon, and such

a poUe, u not Just, It u not hUl1lQn\037, and It u least 01 aU d\037mocratlc. To

speak about the protection of the indivisibility of the Russian Empire and

at the same time and in almost the same breath, to speak about the

workings of democracy is not 10 much to be politically blind (to put it

mildly) as to assume that the hearer is a political imbecile.

To make effective this kind of American \"democracy\", 25 capitals of

nations enslaved by Russia must grovel before Moscow or Petrograd as
their super-capital; they must accept from there the rule of their life,

decision as to what Is good and evil, learn the \"universally -intelligible\"

MolCOW language, be compelled day and night to listen to the wild

howl. of the \"universalism\" of Moscow \"culture\", pay heavy taxes for

the food, clothing and enrichment of the ruling horde of Moscow sponging
bureaucrats and be the subject of the great political and military ex-

periments of Moscow imperial chauvinism. Bul by d,mocracy, I. \037. by

d\037mocraey tu a rI,ht to UI' and th, Ind\0371Mnd\037nc\037 of \037v'ry nation, we
Ukrainians m\037an som\037thlng \037Is\037and som\037thln, radlcaU, dlf/\037rtnt.

This thesis of the State Department as to the indivisibility of the

Russian Empire indicates that the authorities in Washington during the
33 years of the Revolution have not yet come to undentand and that it
has not yet reached their consciousness that the revolution of 1917

began and is still continuing not only for a social order but also--and
we put this first-for a national revolution; it was the uprising of dozens of
nations enslaved and destroyed by Moscow during the course of centuries

and for their appearanc\037 as independent and liberated States. _

It is high time that Ukrainian public opinion should understand coldly

and soberly the real aims and methods of American policy . We can

establish very definite steps in this policy. The first and most important is

not the annihilation of Bolshevism but the geopolitical and economic

Umltatlon of the influence of Bolshevism to the point where it will not

menace the so-called natural sphere of American influence in the world.

America is ready at any moment to conclude with the Bolsheviks not
one but one hundred pacts of peace, friendship and non-aggrel8ion, If it

will only consent to limit its sphere of influence and of carrying out Ita

doctrines to Its own USSR. A proof of this historical readiness of America

II mown ID the four terms of Franldin Roosevelt as President of America.)))
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At Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam America contented itself with a magna-
nimous gesture which cost nothing and even aided in the significant

broadening of the influence of Bolshevism.

The American struggle with Bolshevism \"as a principle\" began on

global proportions, not because it wished to effect its evil policy over one
sixth of the world; that would not have hurt America, but it wished to do
this over the whole world. Even today, without paying any attention to
the events of the last 4 years, America would be ready to give up its world
\"Iiberation campaign,\" if only the Soviets would agree to withdraw to
their own \"natural boundaries\" and leave the rest of the world in peace. The
whole Atlantic strategy was founded by America not on the Idea of a
crusade against Bolshevism throughout the tnt;r\037 world but on the idea
of showing to the Kremlin the absurdity of its attempts to expand further

and thereby to compel it to return to its \"natural boundaries\" and to
.

compromise.
Hut - better late than never - the Americans understood not only

the local but also the universal threat of Bolshevism. Here our interests

begin to coincide but unfortunately again with the qualification: at least
so long as America will feel Itself threatened by Bolshevism. That Is

something. It is beginning to sink into the heads of American political

figures-senators, congressmen, cabinet ministers, generals, publicists,

etc,-that without th\037 cooptratlon and $ympathy 01 the broad popular

mas$\037S 01 tM USSR and th\037 salelUte states, th\037re can b\037 no talk 01 the
ov\037rthrow of th\037 Bolshevik regime; the American-Atlantic A-bombs, air-

planes, rockets and tanks cannot alone accomplish anything against
Moscow.

But what could mobilize against Moscow and Bolshevism most wide..

Iy the oppressed Soviet masses? If there is to be removed the Idea of the
liberation of nations, the Idea of forming independent states of these

nations, thert Is automatically r\037mov\037d the most important stimulus for
a pos$lble anti-Moscow and antl-Bolsh\037vik r\037volutionary mov\037ment of
Uberation. If the nations enslaved by Moscow are not to be included, who

would rise against the Kremlin and its government? Who would

sympathize with the United States and the Atlantic powers?
The Russian people? If the Americans could only understand and

comprehend that In the USSR, in \"Russia\", there is not one people but
that there is one Russian people, the Muscovites, a ruling nation of some
90 millions; and that all the othen, the non-Russian peoples, are op-
pressed nations, oppressed and exploited for centuriesl If the Americans
undentood that the Russians, the Muscovites, will never under any con..)))
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ditions revolt against Stalin, Communism, Bolshevism and dictatorship;
but that on the contrary they will defend the Soviet system to the last

extremity and to the last man.
The Muscovites are so intoxicated with their Stalin, his power,

strength. cleverness, intrigue, and cruelty! Moscow has never revolted

against its great tyrants, has never opposed the order of tyranny, but on
the contrary has always approved, praised, grovelled before, listened and

carried out the orders of this tyranny. Of course they have a panic fear
of Stalin but they respect him still more and among the Muscovites, fear

is the basis for love. The subservience of Moscow to Stalin is not only

compulsory. There is much more in it than the world thinks, of sincerity,
truth, even reverence. That same basis of power and of cruelty was the

cause of the reverence and love which the Muscovites had for Ivan the
Terrible and Peter I; it is on that same basis that they respect and

glorify Stalin. Why should the Muscovites revolt against him?

Because he has won for Moscow a wider sphere of influence than

anyone else, and has carned them to their pinnacle of power and glory?
Because as no tsar or prince before him, he is ruling \"on the fear of his
enemies\"? - That il the highest dream of the old Russian national hymnl

Becaule he has given them the possibility of plundering in the Interests

of MOICow one third of the population of the world? The Muscovites have

never been accustomed to revolt against rulen like that
Then who would struggle against the regime In the USSR and for

what program? Where are those Internal forces in the USSR without which

the forces of United Statel and the Atlantic nations cannot dream of con-

quering? Since, in accordance with the position of the United States, the

motive of national liberation of the oppressed nations of Russia falls away,

thtTt laU away at tht SQm\037 tlm\037 the tens of millions of pot\037ntlal r\037vCJlu-

Ilona\" fight\037rsl The thought of the potential military-revolutionary forces
of the oppressed nations runs as follows:

To be included in a contemporary atom war, to endure all the terrors

of modem military technique, to risk the 1011 of the lives of millions of

their countrymen and the atomic devastation of dozens of their most im-

portant national cities, so as to obtain in place of one Muscovite regime

through the blessing of America, another government over them, which

may be somewhat changed socially but is still a government by Moscow
- No. No nation under the yoke of Moscow will participate ill that kind

of a \"Iiberation\".)))
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ODe UDlbatterable truth baa buraed Its way Into the conlCioulneu

of theIe nations: no Mu lCOYi te should rule over Ukraine, the Baltic, Byelo-
russia, the nations of the Caucuus and Siberia, whether he be Com-
munist or non-Communist, 10 10Dg U he is a foreigner, a Muscovite, al-

ways an exploiter, always a dirty gangster with the pretensions of being
a lord, always an opp rellO r j he baa never been anything else and he never
will be. If the American wishes to present a Muscovite a. a \"democraf',

bis remarks will only arouse laughter in the baiL The very nature of the
RUllIan state, which has always been founded on violence and exploita-

tion, on ruling over other nations, compels the Muscovite to terror and
dictatorship. We have blown on our own skins the rule of non-
Communist Muscovites; it was no different or better than the rule of the

present Communist Muscovites. It has always and in every form been

fearfuL

The tsarist regime was a time of decay, oppression, serfdom, dark-

Dell and slavery. The Russian \"democracy\" will be infallibly just the

same; a time of decay, oppression, serfdom, darkness and Ilavery. The

RUIIian \"democracy\" is as suspicious and hateful to us, as was the tsarist

regime, and now Bolshevism. This \"democracy\" cannot be unsuspected
by us; in 1917 we had only a half year of experience with it, but that was

enough to form for UI forever a clear picture of its attitude toward the

problem of the nationalities of the empire. It must be to-day still more

bateful, since it does not of its own accord give up its rule over Ukraine,
u Ukraine wanta, but it leek. all possible underhand and violent .us
of retaining Ukraine at all coat and under all conditions within the
boundaries of the empire.

The MUICOVite democracy iI 10 clearly and bitterly condemned, Its

\"cbanceI\" In Ukraine 10 ephemeral, its \"guarantees\" 10 undermined by

the consistent treason of MoIcow toward Ukraine during the put centuries

that to bring about that democracy we would not risk the bones of a single

aoIdier of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army. W\037 .,IU glv\037 110 Ukralnlll\"

rnolutlolllll7 forcls for a slru,p to lIIIIke rIal II \"Russian dlmocrac1.\"

The approval by America of the idea of the preservation of the unity
and wholenea of the Russian Empire is identical with the refusal of
America to support the liberty-loving, liberational and national-state ef.

forts of the oppressed nations of Russia. The I'resent declaration of I.
American State Department Is without doubt II heavy blow to the ideas
and ho,ns of theSt \037opl,s.)))
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0\" 1M oIMr IuInIl 1M, should be pIIqul 1o Ihe SiGle D,,.,,._

for I,. blow. It at least limplifies the situation. It makes clear what can

be expected and what canaot be expected from America. It explainl how

far they caa connect themselves with American policy, how far they
can go with it and how much they can rilk. These possibilities are minute
and practically non-exiltent.

We think that a IOber consideration of these facts will allow us to
tear the masks from the faces of all those political false prophets and

IpeCUlaton, who at this or that price will try to persuade the Ukrainian

public that \"this Is neither here nor there,\" '\\ve mUlt not throw stones Into

the machinery\", '\\ve must try to obtain what Is possible in the situation\".

Besides, a IOber consideration of this can help us at the decisive moment
to save the lives of perhaps millions of our fellow countrymen and the
existence of dozens of cities, which will not express their readiness to

assume the risks of modem war and revolution for 10 narrow and limited

purpoleL The past war was not our war, despite the existence of many

\"patriots\" and prophets, who tried to penuade us of the opposite, who

gathered support and told us the meaning of Ukrainian patriotism I It

does not seem now that in the present shaping of the ideological fronts

for the coming war It will be our war either. We have not the slightest
realOn nor desire at the price of mass deaths and destructions to pine
away in any new forms of Muscovite Ilavery. Ukraine will fight not for
\"RuDlan\" democracy but only for a Ukrainian national, united, in-

dependent state. Ukraine Is not alone in thll position. It Is the program
of the other nations oppressed by Russia, the nations of the ABN (An\037

Bolshevik Block of Natioal).)

SALESTALK

TIle artiIt AIaaacIer Ncwatlnb llad IdI 4JW. llllllliltakable 8ty1e characteriz-

ed bJ Its ..... Rae aDd YiYkI color. 0. ODe \037r.1oII wbea tile .... ...
Ia IIIUICiaI 1trait8, Jail frIeacII wllhlDl to help hila tried to \037de . baak

director to _we Jail portrait paIatecI bJ Novatlnb. TIle cHrector, tlloup aotbial
loath, aewertheIeII proteIted 1IIOdeatI, :

\"What wiD people II' when tile, lee tile director'. portrait hanging In the

baak?-Wbat wiD theJ tbiak of me?.\"

.'But who ever will think of ,oa,\" he was I8IU reci. \"Eyery one will laY:

'Look, what . beautiful NOYulnky' I\" (8. H.).)))



TIlE PERVERTED DEVELOPMENT OF TIlE
ECONOMY OF

by STEPHEN PROTSIUK

(Rlflectlons on 'hI Soviet economic plans lor 1952-57))

For yean the economy of Ukraine has not developed normally.

Thanks to the occupation of the country by Moscow, its scientists and
technician. have been unable to plan the development of the national

economy In accordance with ita own needs. The last two five-year plans
have shown clearly how brutally Moscow is imposing its will upon Ukraine
in this field. on what unhealthy paths the development of its industry,

power, transportation and agriculture has been pushed. It is true that
there exists in Kiev as window-dressing the institution known as Derzh-
plan (State Planning Commission) of the Ukrainian SSR, but in reality
it has no other function than to publicize the decisions of the all\037power-

ful Oosplan of the USSR In Moscow. It is its branch office and it does
not have even a consultative voice but It Berves only as an instrument to

perform blindly the will of the Kremlin.

The Oosplan in Moscow has been rece ntly reformed to secure still

greater centralization of all state planning and the universal subjection
of all new construction throughout the entire USSR to the one, all em-
bracing control of Moscow. Another step has been the stifling of all op-

portunities of criticism, especially by specialists and experts.
Profiting by this situation, the Politburo is imposing on Ukraine

through the intermediary and with the aid of the Gosplan of the USSR

changes of a national economic character, which not only do not aid in

the development of Ukraine but on the contrary are extremely harmful to
it, cripple it and drive it in an undesirable direction. These tendencies
which are dangerous to Ukraine were not so clear in the two first

five-year plans but in the new ones they have been most obvious. The

projects of the fourth so-called five-year plan of reconstruction (1946-50)
which have been largely but not fully carried out and especially the

plans outlined for 1951-57 reveal fully the hostile Intentions of the
Kremlin toward the economy of Ukraine.

One of the mOlt important new constructions In Ukraine which is to
be finished In 1957 i. 1M hydrtHllclrlc ,.nt C)n 1M DnI\037\037r \".,

KGkhhka and Ih, clos\037l, cOlIMcl,d .twork of IrrI,atlon CDllllls In th,)))
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tast\037rn part 01 the southern steppes 01 Ukraine. Further there are definite

plans for the agriculture in the regions surrounding this new construction.

Let us try to analyze these for their effect upon the entire economy of

Ukraine and' compare them with other new constructions in the USSR,
which make clear to us the \"grandiose\" character of these new works

in Ukraine, as the party officials in Ukraine boast (See the article of T.

Barylnyk, head of the Khersonoblvykonkom in Izvestia, September 26,

1950, p. 3, \"Perspective of a Oreat Development\.
The power of the hydroelectric plant (OES) at Kakhivka is to

amount to 250,000 kw., and its yearly production with a normal water

level will be 1,200,000,000 kwh. Along with the plant there are to be
built: a dam, shiplocks, a pumping station and also a reservoir with

a capacity of 14,000,000,000 cubic metres. We need only to compare

these figures with those given for the Dniprelstan (the present Dniproges)

from the prewar period to see that the plant at Kakhivka will not deliver

even half of the power of the Dniproges (566,000 kw.). When we com-
pare the amount of power to be furnished at Kakhivka with that of the

plants projected at the same time in the real Russia, we will conclude

that there is nothing \"grandiose\" about them. We see that the plant now

being constructed at Kuybyshev will produce in t 955 2,000,000 kw. and
will reach 10,000,000,000 kwh. (See Pravda, August 21, 1950). When
we take into account the production of the hydro-electric plants planned
for 1952..57, we see that the industrialized Left Bank of Ukraine with
the Donbas will receive only 6\037 of the new electric power, which the

Moscow industrial center and the bordering, purely Russian districts
will receive.

This figure of 6% shows us clearly what a subordinate position the re-

building and development of the economy of the Ukrainian lands play
in the economic plans of Moscow. A detailed analysis of the Moscow

projects shows us still other interesting facts in the economic enslave-

ment of Ukraine. These are characteristic not only for the building of the

OES at Kakhivka and the so-called southern Ukrainian canal, but they are

typical of all the present new constructions in Ukraine and of the economic

policy of the Kremlin in the Ukrainian lands. We are informed by the

reports of the decrees of the Council of Minister. of the USSR that a
work eight times larger than Kakhivka,

- the Kuybyshev OES is to be
finished in 1955 and the work on the OES in Kakhlvka only in 1956.
Further specialists know that the technical construction of a plant like the

Kuybyshev OES will take, under the condition. prevailing in the USSR.

longer than 5 yean. Since the Oosplan has arranged for full use of the)))
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power of 2 million Jew. in 1955, it only confirms the opinions held in the
West that the construction of the Kuybyahev hydro-electric plant has

been p roat ding at full speed since 1946. This was one of the \"ultra-
secre r' works which only now, after their existence has been publicized
abroad, have been included in the published and widely advertised \"pro-

jects\". The uninitiated dweller In the Western world, reading in 1955
about the opening of the Kuybyshev OES, will be inclined to think that it
has been built In five yean and will thus have a favorable idea of the

methods and tempos of Soviet construction. As a matter of fact the work
on the Kuybyshev OES will have taken not less than 10 years, even if we

do not count the fact that the preliminary plans were made during the

war as a result of the loss of power centres either directly occupied or

destroyed by the Oermans in 1941-43. According to the official Soviet

data, the Germans destroyed on the territory of the USSR electric plants

of a total power capacity of 5 million kw. (Technlsche Rundschau, Bern,

5 and 6 February, 1948.

Returning to the plans for the OES in Kakhivka, we consider it

very doubtful that it will be ready for use even in 1956. In the same
decree of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, the Ministry of Power

Plants (Minister Zhimerin) was instructed for January I, 1952to prepare

a ,.n for the construction of the OES at Kakhivka. In accordance with
the practice of the Oosplan of the USSR, this plan will not be at once

approved, but certain changes will be made in it, which will be motivated

by the official sabotage of the Ukrainian orders which is carried out by the

Russian industrial centres, on which Ukrainian industry depends. It is
well known for example how in the period of the fourth five-year plan, the

leningrad factory \"Electrosila\", which had received the order for new

turbines for the Dniproges, crippled the repair of this most Important
source of power in Ukraine. The turbines for Kakhivka will have to be
made In this same factory, for the Oosplan has not yet permitted the.\037con-

struction of IUCh machine factories in Ukraine. The one possible Turblne-

Generator Factory In Kharldv can build only smaller units, thanks to the
control and \"protection\" of Moscow. When we take this state of affairs
into consideration, we can hardly hope that the actual building of the OES
in Kakhivka can begin under the mOlt favorable circumstances before

the leCond half of 1952.

Ukraine has had sad proof already, when there is talk of tempos

and decisions in new economic constructions. Take the story of the

realization of th\037 constructioll of the dam on th\037 Dnieper at Krem\037nchuh.

The Soviet press, especially the OhCJn\037k and the Pravda Ukralny, etc.)))
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described this in 1947. They gave in detail a technical description of the

dam, its length, its raising of the level of the water, etc., and allO a8 in
this case they spoke of the great importance which the dam would have
in the irrigation of the neighboring regions and the improvement in the

agricultural conditions there. But we know that the dam at Kremenchuh

is unfortunately not only not yet completed but there is well-founded
evidence that its construction has definitely fallen through, for the
theoretical projects which on apolitical reasons the Gosplan of the USSR

worked out without a study of the local conditions and without securing

the approval, as usually happened, of the local officials apart from the

technicians, have been found in fact to be technically impossible of ex-
ecution. Political motives have played a role here. The dam and the
OES in Kremenchuh would have improved, had it been finished, the

economy of the central regions 01 Ukraine, that is thoSt regions whlth

Moscow ;s trying to leave in a retarded conditioft. We wi', speak later
in more detail about these efforts 01 Moscow.

The building of the OES on the Dnieper at Kakhivka is closely con-
nected with the construction of other projects which are intended to raile
the level of agriculture in the steppe region of south-eastern Ukraine.
Among these must be placed first the south Ukrainian caMI, which Is to
run from Zaporizhzhya to the river Moloshne and then in the direction

of Askaniya Nova (The report of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR)
to Syvash. In the northern Crimea the line of the canal will be continued

from Syvash through Dzhanka to Kerch. The length of the canal will be

550 km., and it will receive from the Dnieper 600-650 cubic metres of

water a second. Along the canal it will be necessary to build a dam on
the river Moloshne, north of Melitopil, which is to produce a reservoir

holding 6 billion cubic metres of water; a smaller hydro-electric plant at

the dam will produce 10,000 kw. of electric power. So as not to affect the

work of the Dniproges, the water from the Dnieper will be drawn off

to the reservoir at Melitopil in the spring during the season of high water.

The southern Ukrainian canal is to have a branch 60 km. in length
from Askaniya Nova to Kakhivka; this branch will join the main canal
with the reservoir of the Kakhivka dam. The subordinate irrigation canals

will be 300 km. in length and will run from the reservoir on the Moloshne

to Nohaysk, from the reservoir at Kakhivka to Krasnoznamenka, and from

Dzhanka to Rozdilna (Crimea). The irrigation system of these canals
will water 1,500,000 hectares of land in the districts of KherlOn, Zapo-
rizhzhya, Mykolaivsk and Dnipropetrivsk and in northern Crimea, and)))
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of these 6OQ,000 will be watered by mechanical means. There is further

connected with these projects the planting of protective belts of forest,

which really was one of the previously announced projects (1948).
As a oale the Soviet press writes at length about the advantages

which will come from the bringing into operation of new hydro-electric
and power plants. It is fostering great hopes for an extension of the
cultivation of cotton and the application of electric power to agriculture

(electrotractors, the mechanization of animal husbandry, etc). Of the
concrete goals we must mention the efforts to water the sandy flats

(fields) which extend along the banks of the lower Dnieper for 135

km. from Kakhivka to the Black Sea, and cover some 209,000 hectares.
If these flats can be removed, it will be possible in the best case to use

40,000 hectares for the cultivation of grapes and about 10,000 hectares

for the growth of fruits and berries. In general by irrigating many areas
in the districts of Kherson, Mykolaivsk and the vicinity, it is hoped in
these regions to increase the cotton crop four and a half times in com-
parison with the harvest of 1950, of winter wheat two and a half times,

and of vegetables and potatoes four times. But the execution of the plans
for the OES at Kakhivka and the southern Ukrainian canal presents the

builders and planners with a series of problems which are not easy to

solve.

These problems are both of a technical, sl'ientific and a practical
character. Among the first must be considered the very important problem
of the flooding of many salt fields, which are very common in the

steppe area of Ukraine, especially the regions of Henichey, Chaplynsk,

Syvash, Nyzhni Serohos, Ivanove, etc. On the solution of this question
as to the improvement and cultivation of these fields will depend basic-

ally the effect and general value of the construction of the canal net, for

it Is known that under certain unfavorable conditions the flooding of these
land. can wash off the salts necessary for agriculture and this has a bad

effect on the fertility of the soil. There must also be solved the problem
of incorporating into the work of the canals the systems of artesian
wells which have been drilled in the past years at great expense, even

though they have had little practical value.

Among the most important questions of a practical nature is the

securing of the labor forct for the execution of these new constructions

and also the training of the technical staff to run them. The first problem
can be solved by the Soviet officials in a typically Bolshevik way, that
II by driving thousands and tens of thousands of members of the col-
lective farms to the special digging and laying of concrete. The members)))
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of the collective farms have to do this without pay as a \"gift to the

state.\" Yet there are difficulties in this \"solution\" of the problem, for the

work of this type can be done best and most easily at those seasons of

the year when the members of the collective farms are already over-

worked in the performance of the various \"duties to the state,\" the spring

campaign, the working of the fields, the harvest, the delivery of grain and
other agricultural products, etc. Winter is not suitable for the building
of canals and the laying of concrete, especially in the climatic conditions

of Ukraine, although the \"party and the government\" can compel the

Ukrainian villagers to dig in the frozen earth, removing each new layer of

snow, a policy which Ukraine can expect under the present conditions of
the Bolshevik occupation. As a matter of fact this was the situation in the

building of the dam of the Dniproges in 1944-46, when masses of Ukraio-
ian young people, and especially girls, were driven by force from the

neighboring villages and were compelled to work even under wintry
conditions up to their waists in the icy cold water and thousands of them

lost their health forever and many even their lives.

The task of preparing a qualified staff for the management of this

complex is much more complicated. The breaking in requires a definite

period of time, especially if it is necessary to carry out training. There have

been no great irrigation works hitherto in the USSR with the exception of

a few districts of Central Asia, as the valley of the Fergana, the Zera-
shana, Khoresm, etc., and the number of responsible trained teachers is
very small. The difficulties could be avoided, if a certain number of Ukrain-

ian technicians and agronomists could be sent to Uzbekia, to become

thoroughly acquainted with the system there and later to transmit their

knowledge to wider circles of agriculturists in the steppe districts of U-
kraine. As usual it is necessary to take into account all the changes and
nuances and consider the differences between the climates, soils and
plant growth of the steppes of Ukraine and of Central Asia.

Taking into account the need of acquaintance with the entire yearly
cycle of work in connection with artificial irrigation, the schooling men-
tioned above would require at least two or even three years, and 10 the

expected increase in the percentage of agricultural production in the

irrigated areas should not be expected in 1957 but decidedly later. We

are however most interested not in the details of construction or the

questions connected with the utilization of these projects but in the

fundamental bases of these projects, the fundamental aims of the present
economic policy of Moscow. In. connection with the announcement of the

plans for the building of a hydro-electric plant at Kakhivka, and esplCill-)))
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I)' at Kuybyshev and Stalingrad, and also of the south Ukrainian canal and
the chief Turlanen canal, which is to run between the Amu-Dariya and
the Caspian Sea. we must place fint 1M turning of tht Itadtrs CJI thl

PoUiburo Gnd thl Oospltln to II mania for giant undtrtaklngs. (Tht:

Tllrkmen canal II 1100 Ian. in length and Involves the drying up of the
river Uzboy with a dam on the AInu Darlya at the oasis of Tachiya Tub.

The power of the stations involved In the construdion is 100,000 Jew. -

(lee Pnwda, August 2, 1950).

The plan for the plant at Kakhivka cannot be really regarded as
a gigantic structure (Its power being only 250,000 kw.) but the connected

building of the southern Ukrainian canalis In Ita proportions an extremely
great undertaking. The turn to the giant II an Interesting Item for us,
beca use this mania for size has been recently condemned sharply in the
USSR, because of Its harmfulness for the national economy, as Molotov

emphasized at the 18th Congress of the Communist Party In 1939. We can

explain this change by various motives. First It is a question of prop-

aganda related to all the pretensions of the Kremlin. We know also that

after a very short period of rest at the end of World War II, the peoples

of the USSR fell again under the heaY)' psychosis of new military prep-
arations, the psychosis of a permanent preparedness to beat off a new

\"aggresslon\", or in other wordl, the psychosis of a permanent insecurity.
The Ill-considered Soviet propaganda was the cause for the development
of thll plyChosis, for in its zeal it forgot that a condition of permanent
Insecurity harms the effectiveness of any economic plans. Thus an analysis
of the separate stages of the realization of the fourth post-war five-year

plan In the USSR shows that the reconstruction of the regions ruined by
the war went much more rapidly and with a more lively participation of

the population In the tint yean after the war than it did later, more or
lell after 1947, when the citizens of the USSR saw that without regard

to all of their efforts, they would be compelled to continue hungry and

ragged. Because of this new war psychosis, only the sector of heaY)'
industry shows any growth, while the industry of the civilian sector lags
further and further behind and completes only the really small published
plana. Thus in the more Important parts of the civilian sector, the pro-

duction of cotton materials, which are the chief item in the clothing

industry, amounted at the end of the last five-year plan (1950) to 3,8 bil-

lionl instead of the planned 4.8 billions; the production of shoes was 197
million pairs Insted of 240 millions, the production of stockings 426 mil-
lion pain instead of 580 millions, the grain crop which even to-day is
of prime importance in the feeding of the population in the USSR,)))
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amounted to 120 million tonl instead of the 227 million tons called for

by the plan,
- a loss of some 127 million tOOL (See \"Plan Fulfilment in

the Soviets is Spotty\". by Harry Schwartz, Th, Ntw York TIIM', October

30, 1950).
In all branches of the civilian sector, the production of 1950 is lower

than wu the production of 1940, although the population of the USSR

has increased lignlficantly in numben during this period. To raise the

spirits of the population of the USSR, to combat its growing loss of

faith and Its apathy, to assure It of its efforts to maintain peace , Moscow

has aJUIOUIICed as a whole the plans for 1951-57. The gigantic size of these

projects Is conditioned by and commensurate with the gigantic propor-

tions and danger of the spirit 01 dupletUar, and also of hos\" Indlf-'

ftrtnc\037, which as we have said, Is engulfing tVlr wldlr clrclll CJf thl

popullltlon 01 tht USSR, especially the non-Russian peoples.
The gigantic size of the new plans of the Oosplan should be con-

sidered as nothing but the result of the gigantic size of the psychOlls of

indifference, inertia, which have their roots among other places In the
consciousness of the permantnt threat 01 the breaking out of a new armed
con/Uct. A proof that this is the object of the new projects of the 001-

plan of the USSR Is furnished by the contents of the recent speech of

Manhal Bulganln, delivered in 1950 on the 33rd anniversary of the

October Revolution (/zvtstiya, November 5, 1950). On the other hand

we know also that there II a deliberate attempt to Impress the eye both
at home within the USSR and abroad. It Is clear that the state of the

permanent threat of a new war is the direct result of the aggressive and
imperialistic policy of Moscow toward the foreign world. The psychosis
of apathy can disappear only when the policy of Moscow gives up its
imperialistic character. Yet taking into account the essence of the Oreat

Russian ambitionl as shown in Moscow for centuries and the nature of

Russian Bolshevism, which In the last years has become the mOlt open
expression and bearer of those ambitions, we must come to the con-
clusion that any change in the policy of the USSR is at the present stage
of its \"expansion\" physically Impossible and therefore it II certain that

any \"gigantic size\" of planning cannot help the internal situation in the
USSR.

The great plans of the USSR, proclaimed for 1951-57, have also
economic causes. The most Important of these are the Impossibility of

using atomic tn\037rD for peaceful construction and also the great doubts

as to the rolt and results 01 tht protectlvt fortst btUs, planned recently in
the USSR (1949). It appears that the noisy declarations of the Soviet)))
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orators and especially Vishinsky at the November, 1949 session of the
UN, in regard to plans for the utilization of atomic energy in the building
of hydrological works in Cenral Asia are nothing but empty phrases. In

any other case, why build the Amu-Dariya-Krasnovolsk canal in Central
Asia? The same can be said about the works at Kuybyshev and Stalin-
grad. In short the Gosplan by its action contrary to Soviet propaganda
gives the proof that io the next decades there can be no talk of the use
of atomic energy in the economy of the USSR.

The action 01 planting fortst belts in the USSR has produced
perhaps still greater stir, especially in official Soviet circles, than the

present plans for power plants. The whole action is connected with the
well-known purging of the opponents of Michurin and Lisenko in the

agrobiological sciences in th\037 USSR. The plan for planting forest belts

was regarded as one of the proofs of the possibility of a fundamental

change of nature by man, since the object of these belts was to secure

constant large harvests of agricultural crops in the hitherto poorly pro-

ductive regions of the steppe of Ukraine, Kazakhstan and the Voiga area.

The announcement of the building of a network of canals according to the

plans for 1951-57 in the same regions speaks eloquently of the fact that
the plan for planting forest belts fell through or has been shown so weak

that it has been necessary to supplement it with those methods of ir-

rigation not planned by Soviet innovators or \"changers\" of nature but
well-known from the earliest historic times, when irrigation canals

were tint employed.
The results of the possibilities of the use of atomic energy in the

USSR and of the effectiveness of the plan for forest belts are very in-

teresting and instructive for us, but the plan for the building of a hydro-
electric plant at Kakhivka gives us the basis for still another con\037lusion

which very clearly and distinctly characterizes the economic situation in

Ukraine, its colonial position in the USSR. This comes out in an analysis
of the preceding five-year plans, especially the 3rd and 4th. The con-

clusion is that red Moscow, during its whole period of rule in Ukraine,
has been investing its capital, which is only a small part of the profit
which it has rece ived by the reckless exploitation of the greatest resources
of Ukraine, only and exclusW\", In thost tasttrn districts of Ukraint,

which U\037 011 tht border, of Russia. As a consequence of this policy,

Industrial stagnation exists In Ukraine within the limits bounded by the
cities of Poltava-Sumy-Bakhmach-Chernyhiv-Samy-Shepetivka-
PrOlkuriv-Kamyanets Podilsky-lzmalJ-Klrovohrad-Poltava and the
same condition prevails In Western Ukraine. The one exception In this)))
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desolation is the city of Kiev, but when we look at the modern economic

map of Ukraine in which each place is marked in accordance with its

national economic significance to the national economy, then we see that
even Kiev is marked in smaller letters than e. g. Makiivka or Mariypil. The

execution of this plan for creating an \"industrial desert\" in these areas
is malicious and harmful to Ukraine in the highest degree. After the an-
nexation to the USSR of the Western Ukrainian districts in 1944 (1939)
Moscow included in this waste area the districts of Volyn, Rivne, Ternopil

and Stanislaviv. It did this for two reasons: economic-military and
political.

The first reason led them to bring the industrial centres of Ukraine
as close as possible to the basic Russian industrial centres. It is well
known that these Russian centres live in a predominant degree, so to

speak, on the juices of Ukrainian production, coal, iron, steel, and
products of the machine and chemical industries of Ukraine. The de-
veloping of these centres only in the eastern districts of Ukraine, the so-
called Lower Left Bank, reduces the cost and in general facilitates the
reckless exploitation of Ukrainian resources by Moscow.

This concentration of the productive centres in the eastern districts
of Ukraine will have further value in case of military operations, especial-
ly in case of an attack on the USSR from Europe for it will facilitate the

evacuation of the most important objects to the east, to Russia and the

destruction at least of the more important plants. By this means the

liberated territories or more precisely a liberated Ukraine will find itself

in the beginning stripped of its fundamental sources of power, instruments

of transportation and connection, its important factories and plants. So

we see that with the aid of its incorrect and perverted handling of Ukrain-

ian industry Moscow is trying at the same time to produce a fa\\'('
, \037\"Ie

political effect for itself in the uncertain future.

A consideration of the demographical effects produced by the

absence of Industry in the central portions of Ukraine shows t,\037 still

another enormous damage that the economic policy of Moscow is in-

flicting upon Ukraine. The excess of population in central Ukraine, de-
prived of its natural overflow into industry, must emigrate to find work

usually outside the borders of Ukraine, in the industrial centres near

Moscow, in the Urals or even in Siberia.

The industrial centres of the Lower Left Bank are not able to

absorb the entire overflow of the population of central Ukraine, the

more as the industrialization of these, so to speak, privileged districts of

Ukraine do not advance at proper tempos; it is artificially cripplC'd by)))
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Moscow, as we can see by a comparison of the power produced by the

hydro-electric plant at Kakhivka and those in Stalingrad, Kuybyshev and
elleWhere.

The overflow of the Ukrainian population can find no place In the
industrial centres of eastern Ukraine, i. e. In the Donbas, the eastern

Dnieper area and around Kharldv because there has been for years an
actual Invasion of the Russian element sent in by the Kremlin and these
newcomers fill not only the leading but even the minor posts In Ukrainian

Industry. This Is done under the guise of ttald to a brother nation\" at

the very time when hundreds of thousand. of Ukrainians are compelled

involuntarily to wander outside of Ukraine to the east. In this way

Ukraine 10IeS each year a great part of Its finest human material, for it

il well known that these central regions are the home of the pure Ukrain-
ian people.

The dooming of these lands by Moscow to become an industrial

desert speak clearly of the aims of the Politburo, which desires to
weaken the basic Ukrainian lands in every possible way. We must
never forget that the indulbial weakness of the central districts of
Ukraine lowen also the level of the village economy, for it makes dif-
ficulties for the distribution of the productions of the village. As a result
the prices for agricultural products are so low that it deprives the vil-

lagers, already ground down by the exploiting system of the collective

farms, of any desire to secure any Improvement or betterment of their

production. It is Moscow that profits by the difficulties in transporting
the products of the villages to the cities from the central areas, for it is

able to secure these crops for itself at incredibly low prices.

So we see that Ukraine, groaning under the exploiting yoke of

Moscow, i. suffering tremendous damage not only in the political and
cultural spheres but also in that of the national economy. Thanks to the

perverted and unnatural directions forced upon the national economy of

Ukraine by the Politburo and the Oosplan, the country in spite of its

colossal natural resources and splendid possibilities for development,

must struggle with various deficiencies, and its population endures great
deprivations in all fields of life which are dependent upon the economy

of the country. By an examination of the Soviet plans for Ukraine during
the years 1951-57, we have come to the conclusion that there can be no

hope for a change in this pitiable and unenviable condition of the Ukrain-
ian national economy so long as it Is under the heel of Moscow, and we
are convinced also that the only remedy for the situation is the restoration

of liberty to Ukraine.)))
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b, CLARENCE A. MANNINO

The declaration of principles signed by the representatives of ten

formerly Independent nations in Philadelphia on February II, 1951,
marked a decisive advance in the great task of organizing and unifying
the free world against the advance of Soviet Russian Communism. As
such it can only be welcomed by all lovers of liberty and believers in

democracy. Such an agreement in a public statement has been long

overdue and now that the leaders in exile have solved their differences

and have resolved upon a common platform, they will have a more in-
fluential voice in the free capitals of the world and will be able to send
their messa ges with more authority within the Iron Curtain.

It is a salutary thing that the world should be reminded in 1951 of

the principles of the Atlantic Charter signed on August 14, 1941 by

President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill. This document provided
that in the future territorial changes would be made only by the will of the

people and that every people would have the right to choose its own
government. That document issued at the moment when the forces

of Hitler had occupied all the countries that had been liberated at the
close of World War I inspired the governments in exile very much as
the Fourteen Points of Woodrow Wilson had been the signal for the
demand for selfdetermination that had doomed the great empires that

were struggling in World War I. Yet it was almost at once nullified by
the action of Stalin in agreeing to it and at the same time asserting that
the three Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania had joined the

Soviet Union voluntarily and the tacit toleration of this act of aggression

by the democratic powers was only a prelude to the abandonment of the

governments in exile and the establishment of the iron curtain.

To-day the declaration of the leaders of ten countries, Albania,

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Rumania and Yugoslavia, has in a sense brought the record back to the
position of the democratic powers in 1941, if means can be found to

make it effective. The principles here enunciated declare again for the

dignity of man and the liberty of nations and they furnish a basis on
which a just world order can be built.)))
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Vet this is not a final draft for a new world order any more than
were the original Fourteen Points. It is often forgotten that in point 10
Wilson expressly stated that \"the peoples of Austria-Hungary... should

be accorded the freest opportunity of autonomous development\". Itwas
not until some months later that the government of the United States
and its associated powers definitely recognized the independence of the

leading groups of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire and permitted the

various national committees to set themselves up as free and independent

governments and thus doomed the old empire of the Hapsburgs.
The same hesitation is evident in this declaration. The same

ambiguity exists that gave the excuse for the abandonment of the Atlantic
Charter at the time when it seemed as if the free nations even in their

moment of greatest weakness and danger were going to hold the strong
democratic position that they had assumed.

Let us look a moment at some of the phrases in this new declaration.

\"The peoples of the East feel themselves brothers not only to all the

free nations of the West, but also to the Russian people and all the other

peoples of the Soviet Union aspiring to a common deliverance.\" Does

that phrase mean what it seems to say! Does it mean that the represen-

tatives of the ten nations that have fallen under the control of Soviet

Russia or Soviet Communism recognize the rights of the peoples of the
Soviet Union to be free from Russian domination? Or does it mean that

they are merely opposed to the regime of Stalin and care little about con-

ditions within the Soviet Union?

In favor of the latter interpretation is the fact that the declaration

was signed in some capacity by Alexander Kerensky, the leader of the

Russian Provisional Government, who during his term of office resisted
all attempts at self-determination on the part of the oppressed nations of

the Russian Empire and who consistently fought for the unity of Russia
without regard for the wishes of the non-Russian victims of the tsar. Ever
since, as the nominal leader of the \"democratic\" Russians in exile, he
has constantly opposed the claims of all the independence movements

and the Russian newspapers that have followed his teachings have at
least the good word for the Bolsheviks that they did not allow Russia

to be dismembered.
In support of this Russian interpretation also is the absence of any

representatives of those peoples who asserted their independence from

Russia at the time of the collapse of the tsarist power and who were
subdued and brought into the Soviet Union by Communist arms and

chicanery. There were no representatives present of Ukraine, of the)))
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Caucasus, of Turkestan. There were no representatives of any of those

peoples who through their underground like the Ukrainian Insurgent

Army are still carrying on an armed struggle for democracy within the
iron curtain.

The significance of that struggle against overwhelming odds is

only now beginning to sink into the consciousness of the Western world.
When the first news of the activity of the Ukrainian independence forces
first began to cross 'he iron curtain, it was received with incredulity.

The victorious powers were only too willing to credit the story that they
were merely bandits and it required the actual appearence of disciplined
and armed detachments which had cut their way across Poland and
Czechoslovakia into the American Zone and surrendered, claiming the

rights of prisoners of war, before a doubting public even began to give
credence to the idea that the people who had been forced into sub-

jection to Russian Communism in 1919, 1920, and 1921 still cherished

the hope that they might be liberated and resume that independent na-
tional existence which they had claimed on the downfall of the tsar.

Within the last few months the news has come that General
Taras Chuprynka, the leader of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, has fallen
in battle but that this did not mean the end of the movement. Since
that time reports have come of new attacks of these patriotic forces
around Mukachevo in Carpathian Ukraine and the evidence is growing
all the time that there is a potential, if not an actual, revolt In the

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.

Hardly a week passes, when Moscow does not make public some
new plot, some new danger from the Ukrainian nationalists. The Soviets
have come to regard Ukrainian nationalism as the most dangerous point

in their entire internal system. In their efforts to create their monolithic

state, subservient to the Russian and the Communist mode of thinking,

they have liquidated nearly all of the creative geniuses of Ukraine, the

leading writers and thinkers, yes, even the Ukrainian Communists, and

yet they continue to find that the seeds of Ukrainian nationalism have
not been extinguished. Does not that show that Ukraine through its

representatives should be invited to sign this declaration of liberty
which is in many phrases merely a repetition of the slogans developed
and spread by the Ukrainian movement for liberation, which is working
in close connection with those of Lithuania and Byelorussia?

We know less in the United States of the movement for national

independence among the peoples of the Caucasus and of Central Asia.
There have not come to the Western world so many of their leaders)))
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but when we remember their long struggle against Russian tsarist imperi-
alism and the efforts of the people after fifty years more or less of
tsarist suppression to restore their liberty after 1917, we cannot doubt

that there are limilar forces in action and ready to come to the as-
sistance of the free world. Many of these peoples are Mohammedan in

religion. They are spiritually and racially allied with that world ex-
tending from Turkey to China which is one of those areas from which

Communism must be debarred, as Governor Dewey has stated. To-day
when the crisis of free civilization is unrolling before us on the Asiatic

scene, nothing could more decisively check the action of Soviet agents
than a frank statement of jlJe willingness of the Western world t,)

recognize the rights of these peoples to the blessings of freedom.

To-day when Americans, with their associates of the United Nations

including the Turks, are fighting and dying in Korea. .'the freedom and

Independence of our peoples (of Central and Eastern Europe) deserve

to be defended with the same determination as that with which the
United Nations are defending the freedom of the Korean people\" and that

Is as true for the people of Turkestan t etc., as it is for the menaced
Turks and Arabs and the already enslaved peoples of Central and
Eastern Europe.

Of course if Alexander Kerensky signed this document as the re-

presentative of all oppressed peoples of Russia, merely to cement the

power of Russians, there Is nothing more to say. Moscow, the Third
R ome , under Tsar or President or Commissar, can still continue its divine
mission to be the ,celder brother of Eurasia\" and can nullify all the hopes
and aspirations of at least half of the population of the Soviet Union

and can continue to menace the independence of those states which are

represented in this agree ment.

Vet there is no need for discouragement. As we have seen, even the

original Fourteen Points did not proceed the entire way. President Wilson

and his government could not bring themselves to recognize the in-

dependence of the peoples included within the Russian Empire. It is often

forgotten in the United States that it was not until 1921 that the Baltic
states were admitted to the League of Nations and not until 1922 when,
under President Harding, they were formally recognized by the United
States at a time when it is now believed that isolationism had already
won the day.

This declaration of 1951 must be treated as what it is. It is a
memorandum of citizens and fonner officials of countries that had secured

for themselves international recognition and standing between the two)))
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World Wars. It is a formal statement of the leaders of those peoples who
were overthrown and subjected in the troubled times beginning with
1939 and ending with the final overthrow of the Czechoslovak democracy
in 1948.

From this point of view it already represents a tremendous advance.
The United States has refused consistently to recognize the Soviet ab-

sorption of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and continued to receive their

representatives who were here when the Soviet blow fell. Yet it did not

feel itself bound to insist upon their entrance into the United Nations as

charter members. So long as the authorities still believed in the peace-
loving aspirations of Stalin and his Soviet group, they were willing to
temporize and to allow the Baltic states to continue in a sort of twilight
midway between existence and absorption, - while the unfortunate

population was being dragged away to execution or to concentration

camps.
When the representatives of the next tier of states, taken after World

War II, first began to gather together in Western Europe and America,

they were very careful not to associate themselves with the representatives
of the Baltic republics. They wanted to believe that the greed of the

Soviets would be satisfied and that the full force of Soviet oppression
would not be applied to their countries, if they were properly cautious.

Those were the days when there was definite hope that Communism could

be contained - at the cost of certain countries and freedoms. Again that

hope was not fulfilled, even as the dreams that democratic governments

could be set up under the aegis of the Western Powers and the Soviet
Union had proved false and destructive.

It was only then and really after the issue was joined in Korea

that the rep reac ntaiives of these states realized that they were in the
same position as the refugees from the Baltic, that they were facing the
same problems, and that they should act together. Now for the first
time In a decade the representatives of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia are

openly brought in as nations that are enslaved by Communism along

with Poland, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Yugoslavia.
To-morrow it will be seen that even this too narrow a view.

To-morrow It will be seen that all those peoples who are in revolt against
Russian domination, be it tsarist or Communist, must be invited to attend
and to sign their names and those of their peoples to a charter of human

liberties. Just as it proved impossible at the time of the American Civil

War for a country to exist half-slave and half-free, so it will be impossible
for a world to exist half-slave and half..free. This is realized in the)))
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present document when it says \"The suppression of freedom in one part of

the world endangers the freedom of all nations and of all men.\" Sooner or
later the reality of that statement will sink into the hearts and minds of

men and when it does, it will lead to the addition of many more peoples
and nations to this declaration.

When that times comes, there will be a real answer to the Soviet

propaganda as to the imperialistic policies of the West. Already countries

like Tibet are beginning to approach the United Nations for protection

against the new imperialism of Communist China. A fearless and ready
acceptance of the idea that all men and all peoples ar\037 entitled to those

rights guaranteed in the Fourteen Points, the Atlantic Charter and now
this Declaration will be a powerful step in advance and a weapon against

totalitarianism as strong as were the appeals to self-determination in 1918.

Vet there is a further point to be noted. During the troubled days
after World War I and the uneasy years of peace that followed, there
were several territorial disputes between those peoples whose represen-
tatives have now come together. The reopening of those clashes in 1938
and 1939 was but the preliminary to the holocaust that followed. To-day
this Declaration is a sign that confronted with a still greater peril, the

leaders abroad have decided to sink their differences, even though there
are sporadic signs that they might be reopened under more favorable
conditions.

.

The conditions of the present and the movement for a united Europe

give us hope that these distinguished statesmen and scholars and thinkers

may see their way clear to create some real organization that will weld

central and eastern Europe, once it is free of totalitarian and imperial

theories, into a real unity that will preserve the essential rights of the

people and their cultural past and yet reconcile the conflicting claims

of two or more groups to one and the same area. In the course of the
last thousand years, there are few places in central and eastern Europe
that have not been under two or more sovereignties. It was only natural
in the days when patriotism meant local loyalty to a ruling house, a ruling

religion, or a feudal lord.

To-day that is not enough. They mUlt organize \"a fraternal federa..
tion (which) must prize and respect the distinctive values of each nation,
for the common good of our European civilization and for the cultural

heritage of mankind throughout the world.\" It will be a difficult task

to reconcile with this broad outlook the local patriotisms that have meant
10 much to Europe. No one yet has any idea how this is to be brought

about, what are to be the actual terms for the organization of the)))
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continent and the world. We know how it cannot be done. It cannot
be done, if organization is to be a blind following of history, if territorial

disputes are to be allowed to complicate men's thoughts and to fan new
conflicts by old claims. There must be a new system which will maintain

the old values and bring peoples together on truly democratic principles.

The founders of the American Constitution builded more wisely than

they knew or dreamed. They bound the thirteen colonies together in a

union that showed itself capable of expansion. That must be the goal of

the leaders of the Europe of to-morrow. The old order in its most per-

verted form can be seen in the general policy of Russification advocated

by the Tsars, by Kerensky, and by Stalin. The new order must create
a living unity, a willing acceptance of the differences between peoples
and the many points of agreement between them.

Still even if we take this document at its lowest value, we can see
that it marks a tremendous advance over any of the statements issued

after World War I or in the years between. It contains at least the rt-

cognition of the fact that the iron curtain must be abolished and that
human rights must be given to all men and independence to all peoples.
That is a beginning.

The small nucleus of countries that commenced this movement have

grown, as their leaders have come to see the similarity of their problems.
It will grow still larger, as they ponder more and more deeply and as
events take their course. With America, Europe and Asia all involved
in the present crisis, in the present effort to check the totalitarian onslaught

of Russian Communism, it will be impossible to limit thought and coopera-
tion to the map of 1939 or of 1918.

When that time comes, when the moment ripens for action, then

we will see that Ukraine and the other nations enslaved by the Soviet

Union and by Russian policy must be liberated and invited to take

their part. To-day apparently abandoned, they are proving their

devotion to democracy with their lives in the silent, never-ending struggle

against the aggressor. To-morow when the world is awake, they will be

recognized and asked to join in the great crusade to make this one world

truly one world and one free \037.orld. That is the significance and the

meaning of this document and it deserves careful consideration even
from those peoples who should have been asked to algn and have not
been. It can easily prove to be a true beginning for a worldwide move-
ment which will not end until man Is truly free both in his national and

personal exlateace.)))
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By MYRON DoLNYTSKY)

As geographical facton quite often have great Influence on the
political development of a country, even though in many cases they are
overlooked, we shall dlscuu in this article the Independence of Ukraine

and Eastern Europe entirely from the point of view of a geographer.
It is no secret that the Russian Imperialists, formerly of the tsarist

Russia and at present of the Soviet Russia, have imposed on the Western
World their own conception of Eastern Europe. Even now we still meet

politicians, newspapermen and also geographers who regard Eastern

Europe as a unit - not only al a political unit, but also as a purely

geographical unit. It Is no wonder that the old bad habit of some one
hundred years ago-of regarding the politically free States as geograph-

ical uni ts s till persists In many minds.
Such a misconception leads to the absurd idea, of regarding a

political unit, an independent State, as a geographical unit, predetermined

by physico-geographical facton. How often Eastern Europe is even today
Identified with Russia by the use of such terms as Russia and Russian

Instead of Eastern Europe and Eastern European r Such misleading

terminology is used not only by magazine. and newspapen and in

political discussions, but also by scholan. We dare state without hesita-

tion that some non-European countries are even better known to some

Western geographers than Eastern Europe. Quite often we are simply

astounded by the Ignorance of the West on matten relative to Eastern

Europe.
In general we regard all territories of which we have inadequate

knowledge as actual geographical unlta. But after we spend some

time on studies of such tenitories we begin to realize their real nature

and their real divisions. This I. true in regard to Eastern Europe.

We can already present today many well-founded proofs which point
to the fact that Eastern Europe, from the point of view of a geographer,
constitutes a higher kind of a unit, a complex of countries, and each of
its countries constitutes a separate geographical unit, made up of natural

geographical forteS. \037ese separate geographical units differ from each

.other in such geographical factors as: their geographical positions, their)))
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geological past, morphology, climate, flora, fauna, and population. These

natural geographical units differ from each another, for instanc:e, not

less than Oermany from Hungary.)
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The anthropo-geographlcal facton of Eastern Europe alone provide
sufficient reason for its division into its natural geographical units and
prove that Eastern Europe does not constitute a natural unit by itself.

Man Is an integral component of each country and is as adapted to its

geographical conditions as its flora and fauna. Is it not significant that

in Eastern Europe which, it is claimed, is a territory without natural

boundaries several separate races of people came into being and still

exist in spite of all empires that have existed in Eastern Europe, including

Russia, and have tried their hardest to unify all of them in their \"melting

pots\" to create one race of people? This fact, the very existence of dif-
ferent peoples in Eastern Europe, should alone provide sufficient proof
that each terrain inhabited by a different people differs very much from

the others. The local population has adapted itself to the geographical con-
ditions of the land it inhabits not only in Western, but also in Eastern

Europe. In the anthropological sense the population of Eastern Europe is

probably even less intermixed than in the West and the South. The dif-
ferent racial groups are deeply rooted there. The ethnic cultures in Eastern

Europe differ from each other more than in the rest of the continent. The
same could be said, mutatis..mutandis, also about the languages of the

region, and about the regional economic and political differences.

/ According to the present studies Eastern Europe can be divided

r1nto six natural regions: the Region of the White Sea (North Russia),

Baltia, Muscovia (Russia), Uralia, Caspia, and Ukraine.

We shall give here only brief description of the first five geographical

units of Eastern Europe, for it is our main objective to prove here that
Ukraine constitutes a separate unit among the countries of Eastern Eu-

rope. In other words, we intend to define the natural geographical position

of Ukraine in Eastern Europe.

Tht Regio_n.J!!j.k WlJiU Sea (North Russia) is a northern region,

bol1Jering onthe White Sea. It includes the depression of the Arctic Ocean

region. It \037spurely a sub-Ar\037tic r\037&j_on, marked by its relatively low

plateaus, with post-glacial soil, sub-Arctic climate, and extensive tundra

regions of marshes and turflands. Its rivers flow into the Arctic Ocean. In
ita anthropo-geographical factors, this region is settled by primitive

Finno-Samoyed tribes. At the same time it is also a region of the age-
old Russian expansion and colonization which have given rise to special
forms of Russian culture, in its ethnic and material elements.

.....&lIla,which includes approximately Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and

Byelorussia, is a region that is very similar in structure to the north-
Oerman lowlands, that is, It Is covered with the eastern and the final)))
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moraines left by the glaciers and with marshy lakes. The Eastern Eu-
ropean continental climate of the Baltic region is greatly moderated by the
influence of the oceanic currents and through its direct contact with \037

Baltic Sea. Baltia belongs to the wooded zone of the eastern Baltic region.

It is qllite definitely separated from the rest of Eastern Europe by ita

forests, marshes, marshy lakes, and by a chain of the final moraines.
Baltia still remains a land of small Baltic peoples who have betn living
there for ages, quite well protected there by natural barriers from the

mighty political storms of the world. At the same time it has been easy for

the cultural influences from northern and central Europe to reach this

region, to take root, and to be assimilated there.

Jduscovia (Russia) is a purely continental, central region of the
East European complex, including the central Russian and the Voiga
plateaus, the plateaus of the upper Voiga and of Vyatka, the eastern
lowlands along the Volga, and the Don depression. This region is dom-

inated by the climatic influences of the Ural territory. Its absolute height

is very low, and hence its surface structure lacks variety. Its climate II
purely continental. The majority of its rivers empty into the Caspian Sea.
Russia consists of several segments of the north European zone of mixed

woods, of the U ral..Siberian zone, and of the north-eastern section of the

bushland.

We can describe the anthropo--geography of Russia in this way: -
It was formerly an outlying region of the Slavs. As there were no power-

ful and threatening neighbors in the immediate vicinity, as in Ukraine, the

eastern Slavic tribes colonized with great ease and Siavized the Finnic

tribes. This process gave rise to the largest Slavic people, the Ru.iana.

Muscovia occupied a convenient central position, for its woods separated
it from the south-eastem steppelands. The nomads of the steppelanda,
who destroyed the ancient Ukrainian empire of the grand princes, kept

Muscovy in subjection, too, without destroying it, and in fact even help-
ed to consolidate it. After throwing off its Tatar yoke, Muscovy started to

expand, and its central position gave it a chance to expand in every
direction. The weakness of her neighbors served as the incentive. Mus-

covy's population kept on expanding too, by steadily absorbing great
numbers of Finns through colonization and Russification.

The historically well-known \"gathering of the Russian lands\" by the
Russian grand princes and tsars was obviously aided by the natural ge0.-

graphical factors and the conditions created by them. The favorable

central position gave to this poor center of Eastern Europe a definite

superiority over its more richly endowed nieghbors. Through steady ag-)))
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paaioa thll center ILUceded in conquering and annexing its richer neigh-
bors. Thill the center of Eastern Europe grew into the center of the

largest territorial State of the world.

J}rIIllII. with its mountainous terrain, lies on the border between

l!aalern Europe and Asia. It reaches In the west to the Vyatka district and

the lowland east of the Volga, and in the south to the Caspian prairi6.
lowland. The climate here II extremely continental, a highland climate.

U ratla II a region of the U ralo-slberian woods and of highland flora. 1\\

II the homeland of the Finnic and Turkle tribes, subjected to a modern

and ever more intensive Rullian colonlzatloa.

Cas,. II a region of the lowland plains and of the depression around
die Caspian Sea. This Is a young coastal region, with local mountains.
numerous IAltiandl, salt-water lakes, and with a unique coastal develop-

meal Cupla Is a region of the Aral-Casplan prairie desert climate, c:oa--

lilting of desert prairies and requiring artificial irrigation. It Is a homeland

for the remnants of the Turldc-Mongollan trlbel who for many centuries

roamed the lteppelands of Eastern Europe. Formerly Eastern Europe wu
ander their domination; at present they just manage to make a meagre

living, dominated by a foreign civilization.

What place, then, doe, Ukraine occupy In Eastern Europe where It
i. the sixth geographical unit?

Ukrtll. II a southern region, the borderland of Eastern Europe on

the Black Sea, Including and baaed on the southern borderland mountains:

the eastern branch of the Carpathians, the Crimean mountains. and the

CaucasIan mountains. It II evident that the boundaries of Ukraine, c0n-
stituting a geographical unit, almOlt completely coincide with the Ukrain-

ian ethnic boundaries.

The characteristic feature of Ukraine', morphology II the uniformity
of the Ukrainian group of plateaus and belts of low plains. The structural

linea of Ukraine run from west to east, that is, they follow the paths of

the ancient glaciers. We do not meet such a zonal structure in any other

place In Eastern Europe. Thus the relief features of Ukraine belong rather
to the pattern of Western Europe. The relief pattern of Ukraine II more
varied than in the White Sea Region, Baltia, Caspla, or even Russia.

Many large tracts of Ukraine remind us in their relief pattern of the

varied landlCapel of the central or western Europe. Such features of

Ukraine have resulted from the past geological upheavals which were dif-

ferent from the rest of Eastern Europe.)))
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The climate of Ukraine I, also quite different from the rest of
Eastern Europe. It II peculiar to Ukraine. Four different climates meet
in Ukraine: from the weat the central-European climatic currents, ltill

strongly saturated with ocea nic moisture; purely continental Influencel

from the north; dry delert currents from the steppelands In the south-
east; and MediteRaneaD currents from the south. This mixture of four
different climates provides Ukraine with a climate that is unlike the rest
of Eastern Europe. It is so distinct from the othen that a prominent

French expert De Martonne has put It into a class by IlIelf, and called
it the Ukrainian climate. Ukraine has the most genial climate In Eutera
Europe, where it occupies the same place as the climate of Prance In

Western Europe.

In the hydrographical sense Ukraine belongs, with the exception of

small strips of territory in the south-west and in the south-ast, to the

Black Sea basin. In this sense Ukraine Is really the hinterland of the Black
Sea and of the Mediterranean. This factor has had, as we learn from history,
a special significance for Ukraine and at times had a decisive Influence
on Ukraine', cultural development. This fact that Ukraine Is the only
country that borders on the Black Sea In Eastern Europe will be of

special significance for Ukraine in the future, in its political upiratioDs,
its political relations, and its strategy. We should bear In mind that the
Black Sea binds the lot of Ukraine closely with the Mediterranean coun-
tries and connects it with the network of the world's trade routes.

In Eastern Europe Ukraine standi by Itself In its vegetation. Ukraine
is mostly a region of prairies and bush lands, with a forest zone In the

north-west where the woods of Central Europe meet with the woods of
Northern Europe, and it has wooded districts In the Carpathians, In the
Crimean mountains, and In the Caucasian mountains. The reallteppeland

occupies only a narrow zone of the black earth, chornozem, In the south.

Due to the fact that Ukraine includes also the south-western zone of the
black earth, which has a very genial climate, the cultivation of all kinds

of plants in Ukraine is easier than In the rest of Eastern Europe. Ukraine

is best suited for the growing of grains, vegetables, and fruits. This is the
reason why Ukraine has been from times immemorial. quite often to her

detriment, the granary of eastern and north-eutem Europe.

The anthropo-geography of Ukraine is very clearly marked. It was

Ukraine, especially her bushland and wooded zones, that produced the

Ukrainian people, who form a separate anthropological unit In Eastern

Europe.)))
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In the anthropological sense Ukrainians stand alone among the pe0-
ples of Eastern Europe. Their nearest relatives live in the Balkan pen-
insula (the so-called Dinaric race). Some ethnic characteristics indicate

that they also belong to the cultural center of the Balkans and the Car-
pathians. They are related linguistically to the same center.

The special political conceptions and patterns of life of the UkraIn-
ians were created by those special factors that are peculiar to the life on
the borderland of the forests and in the bushland. That was the terrain

where the Ukrainians came into being and grew to great power. Later

they expanded along the rivers to the coast of the Black Sea. The cultural

influences, extending there from the Mediterranean countries, provided

them with the fundamentals of a higher civilization and of political organ..
ization.

The normal development of the Ukrainians was violently retarded

by the incursions of the nomads from the steppeland. The constant at-
tacks of the nomads so undermined the Ukrainian State and its people that
the State, in consequence, came to a premature end. The Ukrainians were
forced to retreat from the South and to live in a confined territory in the
north. The decay of the power of the nomads brought to an end the con-
tinual state of war in Ukraine, and allowed the Ukrainians to expand again
peacefully over the hinterland of the Black Sea. After regaining their

former advantageous geographical position, the Ukrainians set out again,
after an age-long retardation, on the road of normal national develop-
ment

W

Now we can see that the so-called natural unity of Eastern Europe,
supposedly also determining the political unity of the area, is but a mere

statement, without actual basis. It was the political uniformity of the
Russian Empire, that grew up around the central State of Eastern Europe,
that stamped that false conception upon the minds of the people in West-
ern Europe. The strongly centralized regime of the Russian Empire left

such a fascinating Imprint on the West that Eastern Europe became In

the eyes of the western Europeans synonymous with that Empire, and not

a region of many geographical units, a complex of many countries. as it

really is.

It was during the XIXth century, which was the first century when

the whole of Eastern Europe constituted one political and economic unit,
that one could notice more and more clearly how unnatural was the de..

pendente of some of the countries of Eastern Europe upon its center. The

population of Russia increased rapidly and overcrowded some districts.)))
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But as its economic progress was very slow, this central country of East-

ern Europe soon began to exploit mercilessly its outlying countries. It
was in the interest of Russia to keep its subjugated countries weak, and
unable to oppose its exploitation. Yet the people made some cultural

progress. They became conscious of their own plight and in consequence
their opposition to the center of the State increased. The outlying countries

of Eastern Europe developed, in spite of all the rigorous measures of

repression, strong aspirations for self-government in matters political,

economic, and cultural. Such aspirations, which later on changed into

separatist movements, should serve as the best argument for the West
to revise its unlucky understanding of Eastern Europe as If It were an in-
divisible regional and political unit. 1

CONCLUSION: East\037rn Europe is the sam\037 kind of a complex of
several separate geographical units, that Is, countries, as Western and
C\037ntral Europe. One of th\037 most distinct units of Eastern Europe Is

Ukraln\037.)

THE NKVD GET THBIR MAN

During. literature exam in a Soviet Univenit, the examiner turned to a non-

party _dent and ltemly _eel: 'Who wrote 'War and Peace'?\"

\"I cDdn't.\" answered the -dent, alarmed.

Appalled at _ach a display of ignorance be hutened to report the incident
to the clean.

\"Don't fret 10 Ivan Ivanovlch. Maybe he really didn't do It,\" the dean was
IJIDpathetic.

Thil was too much for Ivan Ivanovich and he rushed from the dean'_ olice
In great collltemation. On h. way home he met an aqualntance of hla from the

NKVD who _ed why he looked 10 worried. Ivan IvanOvich related to him the

illddent about ''War and p \037 '. The NKVD otlicer _ed him the name of

tile ltucleat aDd told him not to worry. Tbe following clay the dean and the ltuclent
were abient from the Univenity and a few cia,. later Ivan Ivanovich received a
telephone call from his friendl in the NKVD.

\"I told you not to worry,\" he announced with pride. ''They've both conf (IIed. \

I We hope that it is not out of place to mentioD here that the Bolah evista exiled
Prof. Stet.. Rucln)'tlky, the well-known Ukrainian geopapher, to the north, where
lie died. No doubt be was exiled becaUle of hil many geographical worke on

Ukraine in which he provided ICholarly proofs to the effect that Ukraine 18 a

lepUate geocraphlcal unil Hia worb dealt a powerful blow to the RUlaian 1m-

periaIiIta, by cIeItroyin, the idea that RUlli. ia an indivisible geographical unll)))
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XVII AND xvm CE

By VOLODYMYR SICHYNSKY)

The period of the flowering of Ukrainian art, its golden age, Is

usually placed In the 17th-18th centuries, when the Ukrainian Kozak

army had won the Independence of Ukraine which had been lost since the

princely period of the 10th-14th centuries. Living a common cultural
life with Western Europe, Ukraine accepted the most recent artistic move-

ment of the whole of Europe, the baroque style. This style, however, Ia
Ukraine assumed such different forms and was so original, that it has

acquired in the literature of the arts the name of \"Ukralnian or Kozak

Baroque.\"1 Although this style as In Western Europe, was saturated with

pathos, a supernatural scale, spiritualism, and in some forms decorative-

nell and a superfluity of ornaments, yet in Ukraine it was dominated by

the constructive and functional principle. In buildings of the Ukrainian

baroque the exterior appearance corres ponds to the Interior construction

and there are no purely decorative elements, false forms and superfluous

additions and overloaded ornaments. The architect works with general
mallei and Individual forms to produce a certain expression, which

presents an appropriate proportion and harmony among the separate
parts. In church architecture this has been achieved most successfully
In central types of structures where the eight-sided form dominates in the

general planning, the towen, and the spherical domes. The symmetrical

repetition of the construction on all four sides with a perpendicular axis of

symmetry creates a mood to emphasize equality and the equal value of

people before the higher truth, the higher ideL The centre of attention il

directed not to the section with the altar but to the dome at the centre of

the building, the unattainable and eternally Incomprehensible height and
space, where the highest power dominates. In general, In Ukrainian

architecture, the problems of space have always received more especial at-

tention than the basic problems of architectural art.)

IS. Ho\"\"\", Ukrlllllillll Archlt,ttrut. The Ukrainian Quarterly Vol. IV. 4.)))
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From the middle of the 17th century, the centre of cultural and

artistic life was definitely concentrated In the central Dnieper area, where

the Ukrainian officer class, the hetmans, colonels and other officen who

bad come from the nationaly minded population, became the endowen
and the patrons of art. Very many buildinp were constructed at the ex-

pense of the hetmans Sa moylovych, Mazepa, Apostol and Rozumovsky
and colonels Hertsyk, Myklashevsky, Mokievsky, etc. The tint hint of the

baroque style is seen in the buildings of the beginning of the 17th century,

especially through the medium of Italian artists. Signs of baroque are
evident also in buildings of the time of Hetman B. Khmelnytsky. Still the

independent creation of Ukrainian artists begins in the second half of the

17th century and reaches its greatest height at the time of Ivan Mazepa.
His most intensive building activity occun in the yean 1695-1700, when
be built five majestic: churches and restored and rebuilt 15 other buildings,

among them the Academy in Kiev. In this school were trained the Ukrain-

ian artists, painten, en graven, and architects. Among the Ukrainian

architects, we know Fedlr Starchenko, Stepan Kovnir, Vakym Pohrebniak,
Iyan Zarudny, O. Vanoysky, etc. Among the foreigners, we must mention

Adam Semlkau, who completed the University in Jena and worked in

England (Oxford, Cambridge, London) and in Ukraine wrote 6 boob
about the building of fortreuel and their defenle.

The new character of Ukrainian architecture was shaped especially by

two influe nces, the old tradition of stone architecture of the princely

period (10th-13th centuries) and the wooden national architecture. Among
the buildings that in the largest degree reflected the influences of the

Westem European baroque, we must place the great churches in Be-

rezhany (Oalicia), of the Holy Trinity in Chernyhiv (1679), the Mhanky

monastery in Poltava district (1682), and also two 'buildings of Hetman

Mazep a the Cathedral of Sl Nicholas in Kiev (1690) and the Church

of the Brotherhood in the Kiev Academy (1695). Both churches of Mazepa
were destroyed by the Russian Bolsheviks in the thirties.- If in the ground
plan of these buildings there was concealed the character of the Western
basilicas, the separate forms, the decorations and the details reveal Ra-

tional features, drawn from the folk art of the people. Especially original

are the vaulted ceiling of the square base and the eight-sited towers, which
are topped by an eight-sided dome. Of similar character are the many re-
buildings and reconstructions of the older churches, as e. g. the Cathedral)

- See S. Hordylllky: TII, Sto\037, Cr, Out, The Ukrainian Quarterly, Vol. IV. I.)))
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of St. Sophia, the Monastery of St. Michael, the chief church of the Holy

Trinity of the Kiev Lavra and many other structures in Kiev and the
provinces.

Of a second type are buildings which in plan and size follow the

old tradition of Ukrainian architecture for three and five domed churches.

Especially original is the
\\

type of five-domed chur-
ches which were plann-
ed to consist of five

squares in the form of a

cross with all arms equal.
Although the execution of

the separate parts and the

details of these buildings

reveal the universal ba-

roque style, still by the
clear and logical con-

struction and restraint in

the use of ornaments, the
Ukrainian churches great-

ly differ from the purely
ornamental principles and

often overloaded forms of

the baroque style of both
West and East. Among
the finest examples of the

three-domed churches are
the Cathedral ot the Holy Holy Trinity Church of the Huatyn Monutery,
Protection of the Mother preeented by Hetman Samoylovych 1672-1674.
of 000 in Kharkiv, with

its extraordinarily slender domes, two churches of the Kiev Lavra, the
Cathedral in Romny and smaller buildings in Sumy, Bohodukhivka, 510-

vyanske, etc.

The highest artistic expression and purity of form is displayed by the
five-dome churches in the form of a cross. The origin of these original

buildings goes back to the old Christian churches of the 4th -7th centuries

in Chersonesus in the Crimea. The distinguished Viennese professor, J.
Strzygowski, and other students believe that we must regard Ukraine

as the source of these central structures. This type of building was known

in Ukraine in the 12th-15th centuries but it became far more widespread)

.)

.
.)

.

t)))
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in the period of baroque. To the finer examples belong the Churches of

All Saints in Kiev, founded by Ivan Mazepa (1696), of Sl George, the

Vidubetsky Monastery (1698), and other buildings in Chernyhiv, Baturyn,
Kiev, and Izyum. A further de-

velopment is seen in structures

in the form of nine squares
topped with five domes, as the
Church of the Holy Trinity of

the Hustynsky Monastery -
(1672-1674), in Pryluky -

(1716),and Nizhyn (the begin-
ning of the 18th century). All

these structures have been for

the most part destroyed, neg-
lected, or completely taken

apart by the Russian adminis-

tration. Of the few surviving

examples of civil architecture,
we have the well..known house

of Mazepa in Chernyhiv, (real-
ly his military chancellery), the

buildings of Colonel Va. Lyzo-
hub in Sedniv, of Hetman Po-
lubotok in Lyubech, of Colonel
Halahan in Pryluky, etc. Typical
examples of the Ukrainian ba..

roque are the rebuilt Kiev A-

cademy from the begin:i:ng

of the 18th century, the house of

the Metropolitan and the gate
of Zborovsky in Kiev, the build..

iogs of the Kiev Lavra by the architect S. Kovnir. Often the churches

themselves are covered with ornamentation of a purely civil charcter.

Among the finer works are the details of the chief church of the Lavra,
by the architect F. Starchenko, ( 1722-1729). Here we see types of
Ukrainian ornamental motifs, the use of embroidered towels, as a decora-
tive device, stylized plants, especially those much beloved in Ukraine, as

sunflowers, mallows, pinks, etc.

The attractive form of the Ukrainian baroque and especially the
technical knowledge of the Ukrainian masters aided in spreading the in-)

_e.)
-)

.) - -)

Detail of window in the main church of

the Lavr. Monastery in Kiev)))
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fluence of Ukrainian architecture among neighboring lands and peoples.

Especially in Moscow there rose a number of buildings based on Ukrain-
ian models, such as the church in FiJi near Moscow and the so-called

Tower of Menshikov in Mos-
cow, built by the Kiev architect
Ivan Zarudny in 1705, who was
called by Muscovite documents

\"inozemets\" ( foreigner).
After the middle of the

18th century, building in Ukra-
ine diminished, but yet there

were constructed several ma-

jestic buildings in a style that

was transitional to the classical

and the later rococo. Although

a t this period many foreign

architects were employed, yet
there are many native features
in Ukrainian buildings, espe-
cially those with a religious

purpose. Created in monumen-

tal form, the bell tower of St.

Sophia in Kiev, completed in
1748, has quite original decora..

tion but too overloaded, as the
last manifestation of the ba-

roque satiation with ornaments.
In light and airy forms, with

marks of the rococo style, were

built the three most important
churches of the middle of the
18th century: those of St. And-
rew in Kiev, St. George in Lviv, and in Kozelets. The Cathedral Church
of St. George in Lviv, which in its plan hides the old tradition of Ukrain..
ian churches, is marked by its massive forms, the dynamic of perpendicular
lines and the lightness of its azure ornaments.

Two other churches, - those of St. Andrew in Kiev and in Ko-

zelets are marked also with great picturesqueness, for these maintain the
forms of the five-domed church with the dominating central dome. The
splendid bell-tower of the Kiev Lavra, by the architect Schedel (1736-)

,j\302\267
r:.)

All Saints Church of the Lavr. Monastery
in Kiev. p racn ted by Hetman I. Mazepa

J 696-1698)))
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1740) in much stricter classical forma, gives a splendid example of

masterly composition and harmoniously blended proportions. The tower

has a symmetrical colonnade on each floor with rows of Doric, Ionic and
Corinthian columns.

The trend toward classicism as a reaction against the strained and

decorative baroque, came to Ukraine in the middle of the 18th century

and I, illustrated by the palacel and the city gates, especially In Western

Ukraine. The buildings of the end of the 18th century all have a cluaical

character. With the ending of Ukrainian self-government and the Rus-

sian sup rema cy. there Is lost the Independence of Ukrainian art. It II

usually laid that at this period the models of Russian architecture from

Petenburg (the modem Leningrad) began to dominate. But these In-
fluences appeared because from Petersburg there came arch I tect a Ger-
man, French, and English who thus spread \"Russian\" architecture. Here

are some names: the Italian Bartholomeo Rastrelli, the Oerman Johann
Schedel, the Frenchmen Menelas and De La Motte, the Italians oiacomo
Quarenghi and Rinaldi, the Englishman Charles Cameron. In church

architecture, usually the old Ukrainian tradition in the form of the ground

plan and the domes was largely preserved, although the decoration fol-

lowed the universal models, especially the style of Louis XVI. But theIe
buildings hurt the eyes of the Russian administration. In ISO 1 there wu

issued an ukaz of the Russian government which forbade the building in

Ukraine of churches of the Ukrainian type. Such a decree is unbelievable
and unintelligible for people of Western education. Speaking more ac-

curately, it was previously unintelligible, for they have now learned that
in present day Russia the government dictates to the artists even their

artistic tendencies and style I

Among the most important classic buildings are the majestic palace
in Lyalychi in the district of Chernyhiv, built by the architect o. Quarenghi

In 1794-1795. It is a whole complex of buildings, forming a great semI-

drcle but the main structure i. In the refined forms of the so-called style
of Palladlo of the type of the Villa rotonda near Vicenza In Italy. This

building was formerly the home of valuable museum collections and of

world art. The French physician De La Pllse in his Memoin of 1812 de-
scribes \"all the wonders of the palace\", which had 100 roomI. In the

halls he laW marble statues, examples of world..famous Italian, Flemish,

Dutch and other masters, French gobelins, etc. In the great orangery

were whole alleys of orange trees, full of fruit and a great number of

pineapples, which the French physician laW for the first time in his life.)))
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c.)

Bell-Tower of the Lavra Monastery in Kiev 1736-1748

(Center part of construction))))
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The greatest number of buildings of this last period of the auto-
nomous order In Ukraine were the work of the last Ukrainian hetman

Kyrylo Rozumovsky. The life of this man, with bla title u count, wu
fantastic. Thanks to his brother Olebl Rozumonky, who came from
a simple Ukrainian Kozak family and wu IeCretIJ married to the Rullian
Emp reu Elizabeth, Kyrylo Rozumovsky, u a boy of fifteen, went abroad
to \"study\". The simple village boy aucceded In amusing hlm.lf like a

lord in Germany, France and Italy but also In acquainting himself with the

art, architecture and in fact the whole mode of life of Western Europe. On
his return to Petersburg, this boy of eighteen was appointed President
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, and at the age of twenty he became
Hetman and ruler of Ukraine. In his efforts to rebuild the city of Hlukhlv

and also Baturyn in the European manner, he invited a whole series of

prominent Italian, French and English architects to visit him. In Hlukhlv

he adorned hi, capital with palaces, a large park ia the English Ityle, and
with Italian opera after the model of Venailles. It IllnterestlDg that after
the liquidation of the Hetmanate. the RUlllan govern men t at once pulled

down the residence of Rozumovsky, In fear that IOIIIe one of the \"Maze-

plntsy'
,

(followen of Mazepa) might acquire the government of the

Hetmanate... RozumovsJcy also built splendid paIac:eIla Yahotyn, Pochep,
Baturyn and a building in Baklan near Pochep ia the form of a Roman

villa. He erected also II churches in various cities and villages of Ukraine.

His majestic palace In Pochep, built (In accordance with a sketch of De
La Motte) by the Ukrainian architect O. Yanovsky in 1796, Ihows a broad

com plex of quiet architectural IDUIeI but with dry and monotonous lines

in the details.

At the clOie of his life Rozumovsky played with the thought of re-
constructing Baturyn stili more and of founding there a Unlvenlty, a

public library and other cultural I natl tutlonL The only structure fully c0m-

pleted was the palace of the hetman, which was a true work of art and

the last achievements of Ukraine of the 18th century.
The author of the palace of the hetmaa in Baturyn, Charles Cameron,

a native of Scotland, was not only a practical architect but allO a ltudent

of architecture. He wrote In I m a great work, \"The Bathl of the Ro-
mans, explained and illustrated\". Cameron's chief source were the draw-
ings of the Roman baths by the Italian architect Palladlo. which were

brought from Italy in the 18th century by Count Burlington. About 1787

Rozumonky Invited Cameron to Baturyn, where during the last yean
of the 18th century he made plans for the residence in Baturyn. It Is p0s-

sible that In the building of the palace, particularly In the Interior arrange-)))
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Palace of Hetman K. RozumOYlky in Baturyn. Arch. of Charles Cameron
1199-1803. Praent Ruina)

ment, the celebrated Italian architect already mentioned, O. Quarenghl,

may have taken part In the plan of the palace are traces of the French

chateaus of the end of the 18th century. The whole building was con..
structed in the classic style with traces of the style of Louis XVI. The
main facade with its massive lower part and Its light arcade and pedi-

ment of Ionic style is one of the most beautiful palaces in Ukraine. The
arcade open on two sides of the building and the semidrcular wings
on the two other sides are typical of Ukrainian architecture and, against
the Ukrainian landscape, are strikingly picturesque. Individual architec-
tural forms and details resemble the buildings of Palladlo. The Interior
decoration comes near the style of Louis XVI, and yet In th\037 ornament-

ation we see typical elements of Ukrainian patterns. Entirely in the style of
Ukrainian ornamentation were the tiles of the stoves which were made by
local masters in Baturyn. The building was finished in 1803 but was used

only a short time by the descendants of Rozumovsky. The Russian ad-
ministration regarded with suspicion and lack of confidence all possible)))
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pretenden for the hetman', mace. Shortly after the death of Kyrylo

Rozumovsky (1803), his family moved to Vienna, Austria, where there
still exists the palace of the Rozumovskys on a street of the same name.

The abandoned palace in Baturyn remained without proper super-
vision and was constantly plundered by the quartering in it of a MOICow

army and the neglect of the Russian administration. In 1923 the ruilll
burned and since that time there have stood only walls without a roof and

interior wooden members as a symbol of the ruined and enslaved Ukraine.

The ruins stand as if in a wilderness for the wonderful park and the linden

alley which formerly led up to the hetman's palace no longer exist.

But the memory of the former Ukrainian self-government remains

deeply embedded in the local population which is proud of its Baturyn and
Ita once Free Ukraine.)

Dome of the Holy Trinity Church

of the Layr. Monastery in Kiev)

DrIlWIIII. \",tld\037 by W. Slth,lISk7)))
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CONGRESS CO OF AMEIlICA

B, LEV E. DoBRIANSKY)

As a national American organization consisting of branches and
dilates in th rtt-()U arten of the United States and representing over a
mlUIon citizens of Ukrainian descent and East European background, the

Ukrainian Congress Committee of America has, in the light of con-

temporary International developments, come to assume a unique role In

the dlaeminatlon of fact and truth concerning Russian Communism and in
the task of forming a realistic American policy toward imperialist Soviet
Russia. Its practical service and achievements in these crucial fields are

measurable to an Impressive extent by the intensity of its manifold act-

ivity, the wide diversity of the innumerable demands made upon its

ready resou rces, and the expanding breadth of Its vital relations with

countless groups and national leaders who have recognized its value in the

gathering of authentic information leading to an accurate undentanding

of the political realities of Eastern Europe, particularly as they pertain
to the fund amen tal American Interest of genuine world peace. A most

Ittlng expression of this was liven by President Truman In his com-
mendatory message to the organization oa the Otta sion of its fourth con\037

ventioa which was held In Washington, D. C. in November, 1949.1

In the course of its existence over the past decade, the Committee

has proved to be one of the most spirited and ardent antt-Communist

organizations in this country. Even during the years of World War II

it never permitted the exige ncies and political expediencies of the moment
to besmirch in any way its democratic Ideology or to becloud its realiza-
tion of the universal menace of Russian Communism. To Its everlasting

credit, the Committee resolutely maintained its logical position while,

tragically enough, many other Americana were recklessly glorifying
Stalin as a friend and even aa a democrat, not to mention the other political
vagaries, such al the ludicrous par.llels drawn between the valueless

Soviet constitution and our precious, living document. No more eloquent)

I\"P_cIeat Truman Coagratulatel Ukrainian Con i\".. Meetialln Capital,\"

TW UkrtIlalIM BlllldI_, Vol II.. Noa. 22-23, Nov. 15-Dec. I, 1949.)))
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testimony to this tenadoul stand can be adduced than the glowing re-

marks of the Honorable Herbert H. Lehman. Senator of New York. before

the tenth anniversary celebration of the organization on October I. 1950. 1

The justification of this last remark of the Senator relts ultimately,
of course, on the numerous bonds existing between the membership of this

organization and the enslaved Ukrainian people in the Soviet Union. Thus

the ideas, notions, and conceptions formed by It on the nature and opera\037

tions of Russian Communism are deeply rooted in the bleak and be--

draggled experiences of the Ukrainian people with this pernicious brad
of foreign oppression. Its comprehensive scheme of thought and deed II
therefore founded on the broad plane of experience rather than on thOle

temporizing sand. of intellectual conjecture, unrestrained credulity. and

unremitting wishfulness that 10conspicuously mark much current opinion
in this field.

The remarkably significant fact Is that the established mode of

Soviet domination and oppression is 10 basically stereotyped that, as a
general proposition, it can be easily shown that the seemingly novel eveatl
which have occurred elsewhere under Soviet auspices poseru in reality
their historical p recede nts on the ravaged Ukrainian lOil. The macabre
record of Soviet aggression during this put decade i. hardly a novelty to
those conversant with Ukrainian affain. When a patient atudy is made
of the early Soviet rape of the independent Ukrainian National Republic
In 1920, the deceptive technique of Intensive national revolution durinl

the 20'1, the barbarous destruction of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church ill

the same decade, the upsurge of Ukrainian \"Titoism\" in the late 20'1, the
ruthless collectivization program of 1930-33, the genocidal Soviet famine

of '33, the mass deportations to slave labor camps then and ROW. and

the earliest assault upon the Catholic Church in Western Ukraine iD

J 945. a mature outlook would seem to dktate the assumption of a

stoical attitude toward the more recent outrages of Soviet perfidy. Yet

while vast multitudes were being barely awakened to the stark realitiel
of Soviet Russian intent and act, organized Americana of UkraiDiu
descent were well on the road of attempting to transfule Into the arteries

of Americaa political thought and action that vigilant spirit of anti-
Communist oppos ition which they early acquired from their Jdasmen

\302\267\"Yoar actIYity .,ailllt Com...... IIIIrita tile llipe.t nepect. .....tIoII.
aacI-.pport of aU fnedoID.Ioftal ,.,.. I \"1IIt1Dber tllat Ia 1133 tile Uk....
were YIoIeDtIJ oppoeecI to the recopitioa of Soriet RaIIia '\" tile United Statel,
beca_ the Ukrainianl k \037 tile So\302\245ietIbeet and kaow what ca. be expected
fro. tIa I \037

. - \"HIPO,- 01 s,ea. DeIInred at tile UknIaIaII Celebratloll
at Cuaep Hall\" - Tk Uk,.... I11III111.. Vol. III, No. .. October 15, II!Ia)))
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abroad. And without exaggeration thillplrit is well nigh unmatchable. For
as the eminent American writer, William Henry Chamberlin, has candidly

obIerved: 'INo people In Europe have a better fighting antl-communist

record than the UkrainianL ,'.)

THE TEN POINTS OF POLICY

The origin and evolution of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America were naturally the relult of certain aims, principles, and ob-

jectives. But, more important ltill, the broad development of the Com-
mittee Itself .rveel to stimulate a deeper perception of the issues which

confronted It, and consequently Inspired a more definite formulation of
the ends to which it has dedicated its resources. I sincerely believe that
the composite of these aims, ends, final principles, and objectives, in
terms of which the political action of thll Committee il rigorously chart-

ed, is so imbued with the liberal spirit of the American democratic tradi-
tion, both In Its peaceable and more vigilant aspects, that no solid ground

exists for any .rious disagreement with these points of policy by those

who passionately value our priceless liberal heritage. The ten points of

political policy which guide the action of the Congress Committee, and
which necessarily involve a rational application of fundamental demo-
cratic principles to the treatment of major Eastern European problems

la 10 far as they stand in real relationship to the paramount American

concern for freedom, may be clearly stated In the following order of

operational Importance:

I. THE DECISIVE DEPEA T OP RUSSIAN COMMUNIST IMPERIALISM

The foremost objective, upon the realization of which all else

c1epends, Is the decisive defeat of Russian communist imperialism, a
dual phenomenon which in Its essence represents the acme of moral and
Intellectual degradation In the modem world and is fatal to the very
cultural foundations of Western Civilization. This fundamental point

formally underlies all the other tenets of policy. Furthermore, it implies
that the sole effective source of catastrophic peril to world peace is Soviet

Russia, regardless of the existence of certain military side-shows involving
Its uteilites. It strongly suggests, too, the necessity of a sound and

practical activist position toward exaggerated Soviet power with a natural)

...)

. WlUIam Hea.., ChamberUa, \"Ukrainian Pighten for Preedom,\" Thl Uk,..
.. QIUII'f,\"\" Vol. VI, No. I, Wiater, 19!IO.)))
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view to the eventual eradication of thil virulent hotbed of world tension,

uncertainty, frustration, and Indefinite irresolution Which the limited

course of mere attainment of comparability or superiority In armed

strength II inherently Incapable of bringing about. As Indicated by the

very phrasing of Its terms, It denotes also the dichotomous character of

the eaeDlY. with a Justified emphasil on the Imperlaliit strand.

The conception that it il only communism againlt which the West-
em World II Itruggling il only partially valid, and In a minor degree.
The motive force that has dominated Soviet International politics from

the immediate post..Revolution period hal been the traditional Imperial-

ilm of the Russian Empire complex, and as opportunity has afforded,

It has expreued itself with accelerated intensity. In the hlltorical per-

spective the early Soviet Russian conquest of Ukraine, Oeorgia, Tur-
kestan and other self-determined non..Russian states II not a chapter that
can be arbitrarily omitted from the bulging record of Soviet Russian

aggression. The fact is that the Russian Bolshevik enterprise wal baptiz-
ed in imperialist conquest, and no amount of obscurantist maneuver on

the part of a few Russian emigres still steeped in the idolatry of mighty

Mother Russia can conceal it. From a comprehensive institutional point of

view alone, the frequently held notion that the so-called Soviet
.t ex -

periment\" represented an historical divorce from the shadowy back-

ground of Turist politics smacks of an historical myopia. Soviet political
expediency may decide that the ideological trapplnp should be main-

tained for the gullible, the dogmatic, and the pseudo-intellectually ob-

sessed, but, as one of the mOlt encouraging signl of the moment, the
continuity of traditional Russian imperialism In the lubstantial Soviet

make-up II being at long last, soundly recognized in all quarten of free

world opinion. Thil factually grounded theais, which the lubmerged non-
Russian peoples of the Soviet Union have vainly endeavored to spread

for the past thirty years, Is now happily attaining wide drculation. As
the able English political writer, Edward Cran kshaw, recently put it in
one of the finest brief analyses of the Soviet Union: .tThe most immediate

enemy at every showing is Russian imperialism.\".

2. MAINTENANCE OP WORLD-WIDE UKRAINIAN CONTACTS

An additional essential aim of the Congress Committee is the vital
maintenance and expansion of its lines of communication with political

organizations of U krainian background lituated in other countries and

\302\267Edward Craaklhaw, \"The Supreme Pact About the Soviet Union,\" Tu
NnI York Tlma MtI'tUl\037, New. 12, 19!IO.)))
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behind the Iron Curtain of both Europe and the Soviet Far East. Through

the agenc:y of the Pan-American Ukrainian Conference, of which it il a
member, and through the media of its far-flung contacts with the Supreme

Ukrainian Liberation Council (UHVR) behind the European Iron Curtain,
the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, the Ukrainian National Rtlda in West-
ern Germany, and numerous other active units in various countries, the COlD-

mittee comel into possession of the mOlt vital data on developments

within the Soviet orbit. Of equal importance, its viewpoints and plans
of action, firmly baaed on the framework of ita American orientation, are
enormously enriched by Its coutant exchanp of Idea with these str.

teglcally placed groupa. It is fervently Gellred for obvious reasons to
establiab IOIIIe form of contact with the tea to twelve million Ukrainian.

settled In well defined Ukrainian areas throughout Soviet Asia from
the Urall to the Pacific, called \"Or., Ukr,ainett

in North Kazakltan,

l'Oreen Ukraine\" in the Far East.
Thil valuable network of communication enables the Committee to

impart adv ance Information which it deems to be of crucial importance
to the work of certain governmental agencies and of aSlOCiate anti<Olll-

muniat orgaaizationl in this country. Moreover, it facilitates an easy as-
leISIIIent of the inadequacies of many operations, notably in the field.
of propaganda and intelligence, and explains much of the constructive

criticiun made by the Committee before investigating Congressional c0m-

mittees and interested responsible authoritieL Of no minor lignifi cance.

this wide bale of Information affords allG a loIid check on IOme of the

faatatic claim and brazen mlsrepretentationa concocted by Irresponsible
aileD agentlseeldng American aid for an alleged underground movement.

Thus the extension of this network and the intensification of the c0-

operative activity characterizing it cannot but be of paramount coacern to
this Committee, 10 that certain fundamental truths about Soviet RUIlIaa
Communillll may gain currency In the leadenhlp of all Western nations,
U wu 10 well typified recently by the Important utterance of Prime
Minister Attlee of Oreat Britain: \"The present rulen of RUllia are the
inheriton of RUIIian Imperialtllll.

'.

1 POLITICAL COORDINATION WITH OTHER AMERICAN ORQANIZA-

nONS OF CENTRAL AND EAST EUROPEAN BACKOROUND

In the COIIIIdered judpat of the Coapea Committee there II a

prealal need in the AmericaII anti-communlat cruude for an overall

coordination of the political activities of the several activist American

\302\267TIM NnI Yort TI.a, Ja-rJ 21, 1151.)))
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organizations of Central and East European background. A rich amass-

ing of knowledge and data, the formation of a powerful bloc of rep-
resentation amounting to about ten million Americans, and the con-
centration of effort on major issues pertaining to Soviet-American re-
lations would be the impressive results of such an effective coordination.

It requires minimal foresight and wisdom to envision the immense value
of such a concerted effort in these troubled times, particularly since the
ideological bases of these American groups are substantially identical.
The glowing opportunities of serving as an infinitely important source

of information and thought to our government agencies, of exerting a
corrective influence on misguided plans of action, and of having ita pooled

views adequately repreleDteci In appropriate quarten have in the main

inspired every reasonable gesture by this Committee to revivify and in-

tensify the operations of the Federation of Americans of Central and

East European Descent, In whidl it ICtS brilliantly reflected the federative

ideal for the Europe of tomorrow and the cooperative underground action
of Its anti-communiat kinllllen abroad today.

Thil cosmopolitan oudook, exp re..e d by a vigorous concern for all
the enslaved peoples of Central and Eastern Europe, hu been consistent-
ly upheld by the Committee, in its publications, notably Th, Ukrainltltl

Quart\037rl, and Th\037 Ukrainkl\" Bull\037tln, and in Its manifold representations.
It was amply manifested In the participation of the Committee in the

Senate hearings on the Genocide Convention In February, 1950, the

testimony of whidl Senator Brien McMahon of Connecticut called a

\"magnificent pfClt ntation of the evldeDCel of the diabolICal ex ternu natlon
of mUlioaI of Ukrainians by the Kremlla...'\" It was demonltrated again

In the teltfmony of the Committee on the Wherry Resolution before the

joint Senate Committees on Porelp Relations and A lft1ed Servtc:es, which
received this time the commendations of Seaton Knowland, Wiley,

Smith, and Connally, who acted u Chairman of the joint hearings.'

4. ADVANCEMENT OF THE POTENT IDEA OP PSYCHOLOOICAL

WARFARE

One of the basic convictions of the Congress Committee II that victory

over Soviet Russian Imperial. can never be attained merely by pursuing

the puaIve polley of containment which lerftl to Insure SovIet Initiative)

\302\267T. Ukrllllllllll BddbI, October 15, 1850, VoL III.. No. 30, p. 3.
,1Iport bJ WIIIIaIa JCaIptoII, Jr., TIw \"\"\",..,. Sa, 'ebnaarr 21, 1951,

pp. I, 5.)))
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in all spheres of activity and logically entails the r\037ductlD ad absurdum

of a suspended animatioa in the current Itruggle. With an appreciative

undentanding of the dlsequilibrative dynamism of historical development
and an earnest desire that every practicable means be exploited to avert
a third world war, the Committee has fully supported the potent and
fearless Idea of psychological warfare aimed especially at the Intrinsic
weaw.. of the pseudo-monolithic Soviet State.

The chief wea kness that has been In effect completely overlooked by

the agencies OItensibly directing the American Ideological offensive Is the
multi-national composition of the Soviet Union and the predominant
aspiration of the Don-Russian peoples for freedom from the Soviet Rus-
sian imperialist yoke. It is most significant that when, as a result of the

determined efforts of this Committee, a Ukrainian leCtion was created in
the .'Volce of America\" In November, 1949, the sensitive Kremlin plotters

Immediately began to tender bribes to the Ukrainian populace In the

form of a new IIUkrainlan\" anthem, a flag and emblem of state, a pump-
ed flow of scarce consumer goods, and the establishment of a Ukrainian
War Ministry. Obviously the Soviets undentand the Import of their own

frailties, If our political managers do not. In his Intelligent comments on

the exchange of letten between this Committee and the\"Volce of America,\"

the widely respected Mr. David Lawrence well emphasized the glaring
inefficacy of VOA In making genuine appeals to the peoples of the Soviet

U nloD, failing far short of what most people assum e 'Ithat the main

objective of the broadcasts was to create Inside the Soviet Union a feel-

ing of antipathy toward international Communism, which, of course,
nowadays is indistinguishable from internal Communism.'\" Heartening
Indeed II the constructive endeavor being made by Senator William

Benton, who recently delivered on the floor of the Senate an outstanding
statement on the independence of Ukraine, to overcome these inexcusable

shortcomings In our freed om offensive against world-wide Soviet Rus-

sian imperialism..

5. UNSTINTINO AID TO THE UKRAINIAN
INSURGENT ARMY (UP A)

The fifth major point of policy in the work of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America II the obtaining of every measure of unstinting

American aid fo r the underground Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UP A),
. SJll(llcated coluDUI of October 4, 19!IO.

. \"
Sena tor Benton Commemo ratel Indepen dence of Ukraine in Senate\" -

Tu Ukrllllll.. Balldl., Vol. IV., No.4, Pebruaty 15, Igsl, p. 1.)))
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which il generally conceded to be in the vanguard of antl-communllt re.-

sistance behind the Iron Curtain. With an inimitable reco rd of gallant re-
sistance againlt the Nazis and now the Communists Iince 1943, the UPA,
whose composition II equally divided between Eastern and Western U-

krainians, carries on from Ita terrain-condltioned headquarten in the

Carpathian Mountains sporadic guerilla warfare against Soviet MVD

and MOB troops, infiltrates the fertile multi\037national Red Army, foments

peasant resistance to collectivization plans, distributes masses of anti-
Soviet propaganda stamped with the Trident, the centuries-old emblem

of the Ukrainian national state, collaborates intimately with the known

Slovak, Lithuanian, Polish resistance systems, and attempts even to
stimulate overt Russian underground resistance.

That this indomitable ally of Western freedom can serve not only
the prayerful hopes of the subjugated peoples of Central and Eastern

Europe for freedom from the scourge of Soviet Russian Imperialism but
also the freedom of America has been widely recognized. As the wise
Senator H. Alexander Smith of New Jersey observed in his comments on
this Committee's statement honoring the tragic loss of the valiant UP A
leader, Oeneral Taras Chuprynka: \"The people of America and the

peoples of the free nations... cannot but be inspired by the heroism of

these fighters for freedom behind the Iron Curtain....'!. Senator Irving M.

lves of New York has strongly urged that \"the Ukrainian resistance

against tyranny and the fight for freed om must be supported.\"u And the
brilliant political writer, Professor James Burnham, who joined Senaton

(ves and Lehman in the program at Carnegie Hall, shared -equally in their

sentiments that \"to keep even precariously alive a small detachment of the

Ukrainian Insurgent Army is an unalloyed victory.\"11)

6. ABEYANCE OF TERRITORIAL PROBLEMS IN TIME OF PERIL

Basic in the deliberations of this Committee is the prudent suspension
of all relatively petty concern for territorial and cognate problems

which sheer political sagacity dictates as insignificant in the face of the
common, colossal peril and which theoretically may remain so in the

happy event of the elimination of the common enemy and of the just

political rearrangement of Europe. In quick answer to certain inaccurate
and injudicious ut terances made in October, 1950, by a military leader

1. The Con gfaa lonal Record, January 17, 19S1.
U

\"HighUghti of Speech. DeUvered at the Ukrainian Celebration at Camelle
Hall.\" T. Ukrtllnltlll S\"\"dlll, Vol III, No. 20, October 15. 19!IO, p. 2.

11 Author of the peaetratinl work, \"T. Comi\", D\037ltII of CDtllmllllUtII.-)))
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of an enslaved East European nation, the Committee emphasized that
.'Today it is a grave error on your part, by such a statement, to play into
the hands of the Soviet Russian misruler. of Ukraine, Poland, Lithuania,
and other countries...

\"18 There is every reason to believe that the goodwill
animating an anti-communist comradeship in arms and the hopes of the

new Europe of tomorrow will insure the just and democratic dispositioD

of such problema in accordance with the principles of self-determination.)

7. REJECTION OF COMMON QUILT OF THE RUSSIAN MASSES

In no uncertain terms the Committee's coune of action II directed by
a scrupulous oblervance, blessed with . vivid lense of Christian charity
and compassion, of the well grounded distinction between an historically
undemocratic Rusaian politicalleadenhip, now in the form of SovIet Com--

munism, and the perennially victimized Russian common masses,10that no

barbarous conception of common guilt can be countenanced with dire
and unjust COftlequellCel and that adequate opportunity can be afforded for
the materialization of effective RIIISlan resistance, much In the manner

soaght for by the Ukrainian Insurgent Army.l.
Adhering to its solid democratic and genuinely American position.

the Committee scrupulousl)' abstains from any relations with outmoded

and irresponsible Russian political emigres for whom the conservation of

the Russian tenitorlal empire appean in reality to be more important than
the defeat of Soviet Russian Communism, and with much basi, of fact

regards the willful misrepresentations of these lelf-appointed reactionary-

political exponents as pemidoul to the true cause of democratic Ruulan
freedom, not to mention the respective freedoms of the non-Russian

peoples who constitute one--half of the Soviet population. Spurioul theses.

drculated by them, as the current ODe that any aid given to the submerged

aon-Rullian peoples will alienate the Russian people, not only fallely
Imply that the rank-an\037flle Russian II actually moved by imperi.
laic motives but allO illiberally call for America to com promile ita.

democratic faith In the Itruggle for freedom OD the part of these heroic

East European peoples. Violently Imperialist RUllian nationalists, who

IcalCeIJ undentand the meaning of democracy, may be paued over.

for what they are worth. But for those emigres who pretend to subscribe)

II -o..eral A.... Criticized b, Ukraialaa CoalfCil Commi ttee,\" TII\037'

UinIlIIlIM Bddl., Vol III, No. 21, November I, II!IO, pp. I, 3.
I. \"Uk'\" RIIiItaace aDd R-.. PeopIe,\" br O. Hol1lOVJ,Tu Uir,,;\037

QrMrlm\" Vol. VI, 4.)))
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to the democratic Ideal, the true admonition of a subsequently chauvinist

Lenla Is unfortunately in greater part still applicable, that
.I

any Rualaa
socialist who refuses to recognize the f\037dOlll of Plnland and Ukraine Is
bound to degenerate Into a chauvinlst...\

8. THE NECESSARY DISMEMBERMENT OF THE SOVIET EMPIRE

The next logical objective in this operational context of enunciated

policy is the necessary dismemberment of the Soviet Empire on the
momentous occasion of the dissolution of imperialist Soviet Russian Com-
munism. The Committee maintains that this indispensable objective can
be justly and systematically realized and that reorganization on a true

ethnographic basis will result In the permanent extirpation of the elite
Russian Imperialist mania, the swift accommodation of the principle of

self-determination, and the institutional guarantee of everlasting world

peace. The political system resulting from Russian military dominance

ia Eastern Europe has always been and continues to be unnaturally

founded on force, fraud, and fear. Our former President Herbert Hoover

has well observed that ..Since Peter the Oreat they steadily have ex-
panded their reach of empire over the largest land mass in the world.

Their method was of a burglar going down a hall.''11 It was no boubt
with this In mind that Oeneral Walter Bedell Smith wrote, '.communism

today is great Russlanlsm.\" Plainly no amount of deceptive leIIIutIc:s on
\302\267c

separatism
, , can obscure the heterogeneoul entity built over the centuries

by the predatory exploits of traditional RIIIIian Imperialism. Today the

burglarized Ukrainians, Baits, Georgians, Poles and othen leek restitu-

tion In their unyielding struggle for freedom.)

9. SELF-DETERMINATION, THE IDEOLOGICAL ATOM BOMB

Of the utmost importance in the democratic policy of this Committee
i. the sincere conviction that the liberal tradition of our country equips
It with a power far greater In explOllveness, radius and repercussion than

does the mere possession of the physical atom bom b. In the liberal

principle of self-determination, exp ress ly upheld for systematic applica-
tion to aD peoples, especially those In the Soviet Union, the United States

has the unique possession of an ideological atom bomb, one that the
Soviet Union cannot even begin to rival. Far-seeing political leaders of the)

II -Meetla, of the AmerIcan Society of Newtpaper Editors, New Yoft, --
AprIl 'II, I ISO.)))
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ltature of President Harold E. Stassen of the Univenity of Pennsylvania
recognize fully this potent truth, as evidenced by his recent policy proposal

calling for ''The establishment of separate national IOvereignty and true
Independence of Ukraine, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Czecho-

slovakia, Rumania, Bulgaria, and Hungary.\"I'

Our advocacy of the natural political right of self--determination for
the Ukrainian nation of 45 million people, as well as for the Baltic, Slovak,

Oeorgian, Byelorussian and other prominent national organisms, is sup-

ported by incontrovertible historical evidence in addition to the basic

principle at stake. The course of the historical events in Ukraine, such
al the foundation of the Ukrainian National Republic in 1918, the Titoist

upsurge in Eastern Ukraine In the 20's, the creation of independent Car-

patho-Ukraine in 1938, the declarations of independence both in Lviv
and Kiev at the outbreak of the Red-Nazi conflict in 1941, the mass sur-
render. of Soviet Ukrainian troops to fight the Soviet Russians in 1941-2,
and the Ukrainian underground of today extending in one form or another
to all comen of Ukraine, furnish overwhelming evidence of the all-

embradng passion for self--determlned freedom on the part of the entire

Ukrainian people. It Is the sense of this liberal, democratic Committee
that it is for the Ukrainian people themselves, living, fighting, and dying
on Ukrainian lOil, to determine their own reasonable destiny, without

coercion or duress exerted by any foreign consplraton. By their mute

lilence or a\"ogant denial of the forthright application of this fundamental

principle, the enemies of Ukraine and of limilar nation--..d of the

Ideal of democracy itself can be easily dl scer jltd .

This Committee urges that victory over Soviet Russian imperialism
cannot be achieved by the naked power of might alone, but necessitates
also a spirited dedication to the lurpassing power of right exp resse d in

just aims and objectives now. Without the latter, any peace will have been

tragically lost again, as after the two World Wan of this century. A

revolutionary global policy of justice toward all peoples il demanded, and

they will be undyingly grateful to us. The recent concern of this Com-
mittee in Korean freedom and self-determination met with the warmest

response in the reply of the Honorable John M. Chang, that \"we are

likewise grateful for the support of such groups as the Ukrainian Con-)

I' \"Victo.., Without Wa('-RolIIIII Th\037 World Rtporl_ddrsa over A. B. c..
Wuhlneton, D. C., January 15, 1951, p. 8.)))
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pea Committee of America, for we bow that it repraeatl people who

have IIIffered-u we are aufferinl_t the hands of lawless and brutal

forces. \"I')

10. THE ORADUAL FEDERATION OF EUROPE

Historically attuned to the political, economic, and technologic neces-
sities of our century, the final major tenet of policy guiding the work of

this Committee is the advancementof a scheme for the gradual federation

of Europe. As we undentand It, the satisfaction of this historical neces-
sity is long overdue, and the mode of its effectuation, in the interest of

expedient execution, should take the immediate form of a concurren\037

federalization of Western Europe and of Central and Eastern Europe,
succeeded in time by a union of these federated areas to bring about the

positive poUtical and economic Integration of all the peoples of Europe

in an overall federated Europe and thus in the organic unity of European

Society.
It is of singular importance that this idea of gradual federation hu

found manifest acceptance in the underground councils of Central and
East European leadership, in the multinational membership of the already
mentioned ABN, and among American organizations of Central and East

European descent. It is widely recognized in enlightened and progressive
circles that only by such a systematic course of political arrangement can
the necessities of the present moment be satisfactorily met and the rich

dlvenity of cultural Interest and attainments of the numerous national
elements be preserved and advanced. For Ukraine, culturally as a trad\037

tional Western nation, it would surely inaugurate a vibrant and prolific

epoch of cultural and intellectual renaiaance, and place Its rich material

resources at the peaceable disposal of all the peoples of Europe in a com-
mon endeavor toward greater spiritual and material prosperity.)

OUR CRUSADE OF TRUTH FOR FREEDOM

In conclusion, the essential keynote of this concise policy statement

is that the political action of the Ukrainian Congrea Committee of Amer-

ica reduces itlelf basically to a crusade of truth for freedom. Oenuine
freedom presupposes truth, for freed om without truth is a mirage. The
nurturing of true feelings of frecd om among the oppressed peoples of)

l' \"White HOUle, Korean Am ... dor TIIanb Ukrainian8 for SuPPOrt.\" Thr
Uk,IIl... BaUdI_, Vol. III, No. 15, August I, 19!IO, p. I.)))
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Ceatral aad Eastern Europe \037 a true undentaadlDg of their

respectIwe hIItorJ, their current Itruggle. their cherisbecl and auatainlng

hopes. It II toward this sympathetic undentanding on the part of our

fellow American. that the speclallabon of this Committee are primarily

directed. It II with thll purpoee that the Congress Committee concludes

alliancesla thought and interest with all peoples opposed to Soviet Rus-

slaD imperialism, In the Far East as well as in Europe. In short, the

broad target of our crusade II the whole, untarnished truth for the con-
tinued freedom of our America and the repined freedom of .11 peoples
of Central and Eastern Europe and of Asia. In this effort, we shall en-

deavor to remain deserving of the recognition and the many commenda-
tions given the work of thll Committee. II)

WHBRB'S THAT RBMBRANDT1

I. tile Int cia,. of tile Soriet OCCll patioa of W.tera Ukraine in 1939, aU
MtIIII were reqlllrecl to ealilt Ia the profeIIIoaal painten' uaiona and bri.,
IpedmenI of their work to the ScwIet .,ma ne. of the local IIIIIonI.

I. ODe out of the wa, prori8daI tow.. boati n, a handful of artilts, a girl

.....t broIIpt _ .,.ciaIIu of .. work portraits of the commllDilt leaden doae

ill charcoal oa paper.

\"But, comracle,\" be protetecl, \"how can you make portraia of the great
BoIIbeYist leaders in charcoal?.. They Ihoulcl be painted with the belt colon on
the bet CAIIY..I\"

The friptened abadeat tried to defend henel f:
\"Rembrandt aIIo did portraitlln charcoal.\" . pleaded.

\"Who. - Rembranclt,?\" _eel tile IeCreta\", taken b, IUrprile. - \"And why
\"'t I baft him oa m, 118t?\

II- MIIII P of OoIenor \037 E. DIweJ, October I, IQ!IO, HTIw UknIl-.

.\". Vol. III. No. 30, October 15, IMO.)))



THE UKRAINIANS OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET
REPUBLIC

By V. CHAPLENKO)

There is a general opinion in the world that after Western Ukraine,

Carpatho-Ukraine, and the Ukrainian regions in eastern Romania were
united with the Ukrainian Soviet Republic, a member of the Soviet Union,

all the lands, that are mainly inhabited by Ukrainians, became part of the

Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic. This is not the truth. There are

extensive territories bordering on the Ukrainian Soviet Republic on the

east with Ukrainian majorities which were not included in the Ukrainian
Soviet Republic but were annexed by the Russian Soviet Republic, which
has subjected them to a well-planned system of Russification. Furthermore,
there are very large districts with Ukrainian majorities in the Asiatic

part of the Soviet U nioD which do not enjoy even the rights of the

autonomous districts for they have no right to cherish and cultivate the
Ukrainian language and the Ukrainian cultural heritage.

To the former group belong the southern districts of the Kursk and
V oronizh regions, the western districts of the territory of the Don

Cossacks, the Stavropil district, and the land of the Terek Cossacks in
the North Caucasus. A Ukrainian majority also exists along the Kuban

.
fiver.

The districts with Ukrainian majorities which have no direct contact

with the Ukrainian ethnic territory in Europe lie to the east of the lower

course of the Volga, in the northern part of Turkestan, and in the Far
East, the so-called \"Zeleny Klyn\" (The Green Wedge\,") around the
well-known port of Vladivostok.)

UKRAINIAN COLONIZATION TO THE EAST

The eastern region of the Ukrainian territory, included in the

Russian Soviet Republic, was colonized by the Ukrainians in the age-
long expansion of the Ukrainian settlers to the east. History mentions

three main waves of Ukrainian colonization in this direction. The first

was in the seventeenth century. The Ukrainians settled the north-

eastern part of Kharkiv and the adjacent districts of Kursk and Voronizh,)))
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which belong now to the Russian Soviet Republic. This is the so-called
.'Slobidska Ukraina\" (The Ukraine of the Free Settlers). This was

colonized by the Ukrainians partly before the Revolution of Bohdan

Khmelnytsky (1648), partly during the revolutionary war against Poland,
and in part after Khrnelnytsky'. wars, during the struggle between Rus-
sia (Moscovia) and Poland over Ukraine. The Ukrainian Rttlers of these

regions were organized into military units and were used to defend

the eastern borderland of Moscovia against the Tartar incursions.)
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The second wave of Ukrainian colonization extended to the North

Caucasus. It started towards the end of the XVIlith century, with the
settlement in the Kuban region, of the former Zaporozhian Kozaks, who

were then known (1792-1793) as the Army of the Black Sea. When the

Kozaks of the Black Sea became \"a living fence ,\" as was then said,
along the river Kuban against the Cherkassians and the Caucasian high-

landers, the Ukrainian settlers began to settle in greater number.

The third wave of the Ukrainian colonization to the east began in

the second half of the XIX century and assumed great proportions at

the beginning of our century. It consisted mainly of the small landed

peasants from the overpopulated central regions of Ukraine. It was

partly a planned movement, directed by the Russian government, in order

to populate the Russian possessions in Asia, but it coincided with the

emigration of the Ukrainians to the still unsettled regions in Central Asia,
in Siberia, and in the Far East, to escape from their poverty at home.)

SETTLEMENT OF THE UKRAINIANS IN THE RUSSIAN

SOVIET REPUBLIC)

It is impossible to state definitely how many Ukrainians there are
in the Russian SFSR because of the unreliability of the Soviet census
statistics. The census takers in 1926 were definitely instructed to give the

questioned person's racial status, not only on the basis of his answers,
but also on the basis of actual data about his racial origin. But there

was a general tendency to classify all the non- Turkic people of the

USSR, that is, all such Slavic peoples as the Russians, Ukrainians, and

White Ruthenians simply as \"Russkiye\" (the Russians). But we find less

reliable data in the census of 1937-1939, for at this period everything

that could be labelled Ukrainian was put under a ban (1933) in the

Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic and so almost all the Ukrain-
ians and White Ruthenians were recorded simply as Russians. Thus within

the span of ten years the number of Russians increased by twenty mil-

lion and this increases the number of the Russians in the USSR to ninety
nine millions. For this reason we still have to use as a basis the more

reliable data of 1926 in order to get approximate estimates of the Ukrain-
ians outside the Ukr. SSR. Eight million persons were recorded in 1926 as
such Ukrainians with three million of these north of the Caucasus. Today

the number, especially in Asiatic Russia, must have increased considerably
because of events in Ukraine after 1930.)))
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According to the geographer V. Kubijowycz the Ukrainians con-
stitute 64.2\" of the population in Eastern part of Siobidska Ukraine (East
of Kharkiv), 76,S\" In the Don region, and 63,S\" in the North Caucasus. 1

THE UKRAINIANS BETWEEN THE VOLOA AND PACIFIC OCEANI

To the east of the Voiga the Ukrainian population is scattered in a
broad strip which extends eastward from the middle course of the

Volga to the river of Verkhnya (Upper) Tunguska. This strip includes
the southern Siberian and north Kazakh steppes. Taking into account
the enormous expanses and the character of the distribution of the

Ukrainian population we can divide it into three smaller areas.

The westernmost of these embraces the land between the middle

course of the Volga and the line Ziatoust-Chkalov (Orenburg). On this

road to Asia in 1926 there lived 415,000 Ukrainians (8.5\.") There are
no great concentrations here of Ukrainians with the exception of the

Mikolayevsk district on the Volga, a few other regions on the Volga
and southeast of U ralsk. Nevertheless the line Mykolayevsk-Chkalov

fonns a narrow strip with more than 10% of a Ukrainian population,
which is really on the path to the Kazakh-Siberian steppes.

East of this Volga-U ralsk area and east of Chkalov the percentage

of Ukrainian grows as we see from Map 2. The strip settled by a Ukrain-
ian population, narrow around Orsk and Aktyubinsk, broadens out as
we go to the east. I t includes the territory around Orsk and Aktyubinsk,
the upper course of the river Tobol, the upper course of the River Ishim,

the middle course of the river Irtysh and in general along the river Ob.

This region covers some 240,000 square miles (the Ukrainian ethnograph-

ic territory in Europe is of around 300,000 square miles). Here in 1926

lived a population of 2,598,508, of which 914,037 (35.2%) were Ukrain-

ians, 757,385 (29.2%) were Russians, 746,901 (28.8) were Kazakhs,
and 180.185 (6.8%) were of other stocks. As we see from the figures,
this is the greatest concentration of Ukrainians outside of the limits of the

Ukrainian European national territory and the area might well be called
the Ukrainian strip. Yet in the north, south and east of it the Ukrainian

population forms a minority.

To the north and extending to the Siberian tayga and to the east
from Slavgorod to the Khakas Autonomous Territory there lived 620,903
Ukrainians and in the border of the southern steppes from Aktyubinsk to

I
Geography of Ukraine and the Neighboring Lands, Cracow-Lviv 1943, p.

31 Iq. (In Ukrainian). See Map. I.
I Thia leCtion of the article is written by M. Kulycky, author of both maPi.)))
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the Oyrat Autonomous Territory lived 84,027 Ukrainians. In these two
border regions the Ukrainian population lives only in oases in the step-
pes, In the southern among the Kazakhs and in the north Siberian border

among the Russians.

Besides this in the region of Krasnoyarsk, we see the last strip with

a Ukrainian population east of Lake Baikal, that of Chulym-Angara.
There was here a Ukrainian population of 103,450, but it was still a
minority.

To the south of the Akmolynsk-Slavgorod territory to the east and
south and southwest of Lake Baikal we see from map 2 also a con\037

centration of a Ukrainian population on the south Turkestan territory.

Here the Ukrainian population i. never in the majority but yet it shows

a tendency to be concentrated on the borders of south eastern Kazakh-
ltan, eastern Turkestan (Sinkiang) and the Kirghiz SSR. Beyond this strip
there is also a Ukrainian population scattered along the boundaries of

Iran and Afghanistan (Stara Poltavka) on the Afghanistan border. In
these south Turkestan lands beyond Lake Balkash and the Sea of Aral
in 1926 there lived 230,242 Ukrainians. We notice also that there are

several regions around Frunze and Auliye..Ata and Mirzoyan where the
. Ukrainians are in the majority.

Thus we see that in 1926 between the Volga, Lake Baikal and the

southern borders of the USSR there were according to the census of

that year 1,852,659 Ukrainians, of whom more than half, 914,037, were

on the territory of southern Kazakhstan, where the Ukrainians form a

significant majority, and this area is dotted with the names of settlements

brought from Ukraine as Poltavka, Kievka, etc. This was the situation

. revealed by the Soviet census of 1926 but it is well known that between
1926 and 1939 millions of the Ukrainian population, especially the so-

o called kulaks, were transported from their homes and settled in the
.

region between the middle Volga and Lake Baikal, and 10 we must

assume that in this region the number of areas with a Ukrainian

majority in the population has In crease d.

According to Ivan Svit, a resident of the Soviet Pacific Far East
territory and author, the 'Ukrainian population in the Amur region, North

of Vladivostok, in the so-called Green Ukraine (Zelena Ukraina) con-
stitutes around SO% of the total population. t The 1926 year census shows

this relative majority of a Ukrainian population condensed in several

islands where it forms the absolute majority of the total population.)

t The O rctll Ukraine (Zelena Ukraina), New York 1949, p. 5. (In Ukrainian).)))
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CULTURAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS -OF UKRAINIANS IN THE USSR.

It is very interesting to note that there are no zones of mixed

population or language along the ethnic boundaries between the Ukrain-
ians and the Russians. Both these two ethnic groups retain their own

ways of life, their languages and their spiritual differenceL An English
traveller, E. D. Clarke, noted this fact in his book \"Russia, Tartary and
Turkey\", published in London in 1811. He states that the Ukrainians of

the Voronizh district are entirely different from the population of the

rest of Russia. The Ukrainians are of a more noble race, and they are
of stockier build and are better looking than the Russians. They are
cleaner, more diligent, more honest, braver, more hOlpitable, and less

superstitious.
..

...One can notice the difference between these two peoples
without any questioning.\" A Ukrainian writer A. Zhyvotko,' who was
born in the district of Voronizh, has this to say about the same dif..

ferences between Russians and Ukrainians: \"There was always much

activity in commerce and trade between them. But in most cases they

never went any further. During a period of many years it was hard to

notice any intimate dealings between them. Such intercourse was not
possible due to the distinct differences in the ways of life between them, in
their cultural heritage and in their traditions. Especially there were al-
most no cases of intermarriage. 'She is a nice girl, but... Russian'

\" - was
a common expression from a Ukrainian young man.\"

The author of this article has noted in Central Asia (in Kazakhstan)
and in the North Caucasus that there are no cases of intermamage be-

tween the Ukrainians and the Russians even when they live side by side
in the same village. Even single Ukrainian or Russian families which

settle among the people of different racial origin do not become readily
assimilated. Thus a Russian family living in the Ukrainian village of

Kolodyazne, in the Akmolinsk district of Kazakhstan, for instance, had
to move from there because of their inability to adapt themselves to the

Ukrainian way of life. Of course, there were also cases of Ukrainian

families unable to adapt themselves to the way of life in the Russian

villages.
Many historical facts from the life of the Ukrainians beyond the

contemporary political borders of Ukraine show that not only the

Ukrainians of the districts which border on Ukraine from the east,
and the regions of the Don and the North Caucasus, but also the Ukrain-

ians of such remote regions as Central Asia and the Far East feel them..)

\302\267Podoll, Prague 1943, p. 18. (In Ukrainian).)))
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selves bound with such Ukrainian cultural and political centres as Kharkiv,
Kiev and Lviv. This was especially noticeable during the period of the
modern Ukrainian renaissance which began at the close of the XVIlith

century.
Even the very first works of the modern Ukrainian literature,

especially the famous travesty of the Aeneid by Ivan Kotlyarevsky, were

quite popular among these far-away Ukrainians. One could find such
books until recent times, for instance, in the libraries of such cities as
Krasnodar, Stavropil, etc. We must also emphasize the fact that all these

distant places produced many Ukrainian cultural leaders, not only of

local note, but also of all..Ukrainian significance.

Mykola Kostomariv, a historian and intellectual leader of the
Ukrainian renaissance period in the XIX century, was born in the district

of Ostroh (in the Voronizh region). J. Kukharenko, general of the Army
of the Kuban, was a very close friend of Taras Shevchenko, the greatest
writer of the Ukrainian renaissance. It is worth mentioning that even

during the second half of the XIXth century, when all Ukrainian activities

were put under a ban in Ukraine proper, there was considerable Ukrain..

Ian cultural activity in the Kuban region.)

POLITICAL ORIENTATION OF UKRAINIANS IN THE RUSSIAN

SOVIET REPUBLIC)

Under the influence of the revolutionary movement of 1917-1920

these Ukrainians showed how well they understood their Ukrainian obliga-

tions. In all the Ukrainian settlements the people began to organize
Ukrainian Clubs, establish publishing houses, and even create military
formations for the defense of the young Ukrainian State. Furthermore, a

new State was formed in the Kuban region, with most of the Ukrainian
attributes, and this tried to form some kind of a union with the Ukrain..

ian State. The county assembly and the peasant conference of the district
of Ostroh passed in 1918 a resolution, recognizing the authority of the

Ukrainian Central Rada (Council) and to have their district united with
the Ukrainian National Republic. Mr. Olshansky, a peasant, was elected

as a rep relC ntative of this district; later, in 1918, he was killed by the

Communists in his native village.

Very valuable information about the Ukrainian activity in the Far
East is given in the pamphlet \"Oreen Ukraine\" by I. Svit. In the Far
East the local Ukrainians also created in 1917 a governmental body, the
Ukrainian Secretariat of the Fu East, at the request of the people's)))
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conferences. In the program for the fifth conference of the delegates from

Green Ukraine there was a proposal that the Far East Country should be

proclaimed as a Ukrainian State unit. with the status of a Ukrainian

colony on the Pacific Ocean. But the conference itself never took place

due to the Bolshevist occupation of the Far East.
What the people of the Far East thought at the time can be best

understood from the following statement which we find in the local news-

paper \"Shchyre Slovo\" (A Word of Sincerity), No. 29, of July 17, 1919:

\"The people's delegates have already declared several times at their
conferences that they are not going to let their sons serve in a foreign

(Russian ) army. If there is a real need to have an army in the Far

East, then it should be a Ukrainian army.\" At the Bolshevist trial in the

city of Chita in 1923 of the Ukrainian patriots of the region a sentence

was passed, condemning the accused to death. Later the sentences were
commuted to ten years of imprisonment.)

CULTURAL FREEDOM AND RUSSIFICATION

In the \"Declaration of the Rights of the Peoples of Russia\" - the
Communists proclaimed the right for all the racial and ethnic groups

to act and develop in freedom. However, as there was a need of attaining
a higher degree of peace among the masses of the people excited by the
revolution, Moscow was in time forced to make some concessions to the

Ukrainians outside of Ukraine.

In the mld..twenties the Bolshevists conceded to the Ukrainians of the

Russian SFSR the right of \"Ukrainization,\" that is, they allowed them

to resume their cultural activities. This was the reason why It was quite
natural then to hear from the official Soviet representatives such declara-
tions as the one delivered in 1926 by Bazarnyk, secretary of the Com..
munist Party organization of the North Caucasus: \"The people of the
Kuban region are Ukrainians. Their present speech is based on the
Ukrainian language, which is here the primary, fundamental language,
while the Russian language is the imported one. This statement denotes

our policy.\" (Quoted from \"The Red Banner\" of May 3, 1926). The

process of Ukrainization among the Ukrainians in the Russian SFSR was
aided by M. Skrypnyk, the then commissar of education in Ukraine, who,
as a Communist of long standing had a considerable Influence even in
Moscow. It will be of some interest to recall one incident from this period

of Moscow's policy toward Ukrainization. We have In mind the Kremlin

reception for the Ukrainian cultural leader. and their subsequent con-
versation with Stalin about the Ukrainian districts In the Russian SFSR.)))
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The reception wu arranged by L. Kaganovich who was formerly
the secretary-general of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
(bolshevilt) of Ukraine. The Ukrainian group at the rece ption con..

silted of more than thirty Ukrainian authors, actors, and painters, (such

as O. Desnyak, V. Polishchuk, V. Antonenko-Davydovych, O. Dovzhenko,

and othen). The group was first received by Kaganovich. Later Stalin

entered the rece ption hall, through the back door, at tint unnoticed.

After the guests had given Stalin a stormy ovation (which is a custom

down there), he took part In the discussions on Ukrainian cultural

development In the discussions Western Ukraine then under Poland
and its cultural life were mentioned, too. When Ivan Franko was mention-

ed, Stalin jestingly enquired: \"Tell me, have Franko's works been

translated yet into Ukrainian ?\" - O. Desnyak, who, perhaps, was the

leader of the group, vehemently denied that there was such a need, as

the works of the western Ukrainian authors were well understood by the

eastern Ukrainians without the help of translation. As the talk turned

to the status of the Ukrainians in the USSR, V. Polishchuk asked Stalin

why the Ukrainian districts bordering on Ukraine had not yet been

united to it. Stalin answered: \"The Russians might feel wronged by such

an act. However, the boundaries are of no importance to us.\" - By that
he meant that the Ukrainians were free to develop their culture alSQ

beyond the boundaries of the Ukrainian SSR.

After this reception the process of Ukrainization went on freely
throughout the Russian SFSR. Wherever there were more or less compact
masse s of Ukrainians living together, up to the Far East, Ukrainian

schools were established in villages, the reading halls for the grown
people were Ukrainized, the pedagogical institutes at Krasnodar, the

capital of the Kuban Region, established Ukrainian departments and a
Ukrainian Workingmen's Faculty. A pedagogical technical school was

established at the Poltava post in the Kuban region, a Ukrainian

department was also established at the pedagogical institute at Voronizh,
a Ukrainian pedagogical technical school was opened at Stavropol, and
Ukrainian Workingmen's Faculties at Rososh and Pavlovsk. Ukrainian

newspapers were established.
The village correspondents began to discuss and talk through

the newspapers of the rights of the Ukrainians to develop their

own culture in these parts of the Ukrainian ethnic territories. Such cor-

respondents quite often fought very bitter newspaper duels with the

local Russian chauvinists.)))
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However, the Russians became perturbed by the cultural plogress
of the Ukrainians and began to feel .'being wronged\". All of a sudden

In thl mlddlt 01 tht 1932..1933school year the Ukralnlzation activit,
was slopped In the Russian SFSR. In December, 1932 a secret instruction,
signed by Stalin and Molotov, was sent out, saying: '.Ukrainization

activity has to be stopped, its management disbanded, and the Ukrainian

offenders punished.\" In consequence, everything came to a standstill:
Ukrainian schools had to teach in Russian, the publication of the Ukrain-
ian newspapers was stopped, and Ukrainian departments in the libraries
were suppressed. The so-called \"offenders\" were either arrested or ran

away in search of safety.

No such absolute ban on Ukrainian activities was ever put into ef-
feet even by the tsarist regime. In the Kuban region, for instance, during
the tsariat regime from time to time Ukrainian books were published and
the local people received permission to hold Ukrainian social evenings
and concerts, but after the secret instruction. Even the traditional Shev-
chenko celebrations had to be \"forgotten\". Ukrainians in the Russian

SfSR were forbidden even to subscribe to any Ukrainian newspapers,

such as '.The Communist\" or any others which were published in the

Ukrainian SSR. Those pedagogical institutes which had formerly had
Ukrainian departments were allowed to teach one of the following Slavic

languages: Polish, Serb or Czech, but were strictly forbidden to teach

Ukrainian, the local language.

A very typical incident took place in 1938 at the conference of

dialectologists, arranged by the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, at
Rostov on the Don. A series of papen on the local dialects were to be

read by the representatives from the district pedagogical institutes. One
of these was to be given by an assistant professor B. of the Krasnodar

pedagogical institute. Prof. B. was at a loss how to classify such local

dialects. From the purely scientific point of view they could not be

called Russian, and yet they could not be called Ukrainian, as the term

\"Ukrainian\" was under a ban. This problem was referred to the Local

Committee of the Communist Party and the conference was .'advised\" to

drop the lecture.

The result of the 1932 ban was that millions 01 Ukrainians within

the Russian SFSR were spiritually buried alive, together with their own

national culturt and language. They were not allowed even to list them..

selves Ukrainians. This was why the Ukrainians of the RSFSR were
recorded simply as Russians in the census of 1937-1939.)))
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THE NEW SOVIET EMPIRE, by David J. Dallin. New Haven: Yale University
Pr-. I\037I. VI-215 pp. $3.75.

This book, it appean to the prcHat reviewer, need never have beea written.

A ltatement on the duat jacket boaatI that \"much of the information (herein COlI-

tamed) baa DeVer appeared ia print before.\" This may be 10. Precilely the figures
pen here. the exact information pen (nearly aU, by the way, unsubMaatiated by
IUCh citation of authorities .. we look for in a University Pra. publication) may
never have been ltated just this way in print before, but other facts and figur.
of similar nature have appeared, and anyone who keepe abreast of the times

throueh the newspapen and weeklies, anyone, we may add, who besides thia
baa read Maaha Pilcher'. authoritative and revealing novel Tht NIUllTOlls, win

fiadlittle that is new in Mr. Dallin'. lateat work. It would a\302\253mthat Vale University
Prell it trying in thi8 venture to capitalize on the prestige enjoyed by the author
on the buis of earlier wora which, in contrast to this, offered genuinely new in-
formation aad praented an . rresti ng point of view.

It is well that we have the prsent volume however, if not for the information

it contai.., then for its warning. For warning there i. here, not stated but implied:
. warning .. to what we may expect if the end desired by Mr. Dallin comea

to ___ and the pracn t political .yMem in the Soviet Empire collapees.
nat the hoped-for collapse may occur, Mr. Dallia fo resees .. po.i ble,

provided the WBt will, u he lays, aUy itself with the \"RUl8ian people.\" Onl, the
latter can break the preacn t tyranny. No one from without will avail, for no one

from without caD eYer conquer RUl8ia. The fact ha. been demonstrated twice within
. Httle over a century, and demonstrated 10 overwhelmingly.. to di8courage a

third ,ambler from ever hazarding the enterprile.

AI may be gathered from his title, Mr. Dallin lea the RUl8ian bear .gain
on the march: the Sovim taking up the old mil8ion of the Tun. ..aming the

burden of carrying to fulfillment the encient \"civilizing\" mi.ion of the RNIi.....
the time-hallowed \"MOICow the Third Rome\" idea. Slogans left over from

White Tun are being invoked to m.ke the preKnt tyranny endurable to the Rus-
.an m ..\037 and even worth ucrifidnl for.

To the author, collapee of the political ')'Item prevailing in Eastern Europe
and beyond (Ear.ia) Is, u we have said, Wh'lily de8irable. With this we are.
of coune, In hartiBt agKtment. Mr. Dallin and the reader lee, thus far, eye to eye_

When, however, we find him apeakinl of RUl8ia'. \"natarallimita,\" u he does early
in the book (p. 10), and when no condemnation of old RUlli. for its age-old drive

to reach thole limits is to be found anywhere In the book, no repudiation of Rus-

.'. ..allowing up of wstem peoples, the reader begins to wonder whether it
would do the m .weI of enslaved East Europeans any good at all, were the rresent
regime to tumble. Would thse peoples not Ifill be considered by Mr, Dallin and)))
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billChooI . beIoapnl witbia the \"aatural Umitl\" of the DeW R u.i, u tile, were
of both Turi8t and Soviet R UI.i. ? And bow about Aluka? In the 19th century
that great land ...... allo wu embraced, aloftg with Poland and Pinland, Ukraine,
E8t0nia, Lama, Uthuania and partl of Rumania, within the \"natural limits\" of
RIIIIia. t. Aluka to be reltored to that ltate, Aluka that II not Aluka to the

RUl8ian, but RUlBian America?

Here is the fallacious heart of Dallin'. book, and its value to UI. The

tyranny currently prevailing in Euruia is to be broken by the Ru.ian people,

of coune with our help, poured in from without. This accomplished, the R....i.n
people are to be rewarded. presumably, for their great deed, by being granted
away over .11 the mallei of western folk who happen to live within the Russian

\"natural limits\".
Of coune the above i. nowhere stated, but it i. implicit throughout this newest

of treatises on Ru.ia'. age-old tradition of expansion. Not for its new information,

but for its warning to our western folk that tyranny is not relative but abioi ute,

is Th\037 N\037w Soviet Empirt of value.

Alliance College, Cambridge Springs, Pa.)

MARIoN MOORE COLEMAN)

SOVIET IMPERIALISM, by E. Day CarmQft, Public Affairs Press, Washington,
D. c. 19\037, 175 pages.

Only recently have the American commentaton started to realize that Soviet

expansionism hu its 80urce not in any desire to leCure the borden of the Soviet

Union, .s was often interpreted here during World War II by Ru.ia's Iupporten,
but in a prepared plan to conquer both continenti. One influential American even
went to the extent of Itating some time .go that never in its history has Ru.ia
started any aggressive wars.

Thil political fog for the first time was dispersed by Prof. Philip Mosely in

his article, entitled \"Aspects of the RUlSian Expansion\". (The Am\037r;tan and Slavic
Easl European Review, October, 1948). After Prof. Mosely several other writers

expressed opinions in print along the line taken by Mosely in this treatment.

Among them Harmon'. book, \"Soviet Imperialism,\" merits attention. He
portrays well the different facets of Russian expansionism during the past five

yean. Hil source material i. up to date. Several chapten of this book are devoted

to an analysis of the annexation by Soviet Russia of Western Ukraine and Byelorus-
sia from Poland. The sovietization of the Baltic States, the grabbing of Finland,
and the annexation of Eastern Rumania are .110 treated.

The author gives a very fine picture of the turning of several central European
countries into the Soviet camp and the de facto expansion of the RUllian borders
to the mouth of the Oder river and to the Adriatic Sea in the West and in North

China and to the approaches of Japan in the Ea.t.
Russian attempts to put their foot in Iran, Turkey and the Mediterranean

basin were frustrated onl)' by the big Westem powen interested in those regions,
especially Oreat Britain, America and France.

The ..em bled eources will be very helpful for an)' future me. reher. \"Soviet

Imperial\"''' II . work carefully and industriously prepared by its author.)))
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The oaly defect ia hil won iI the interpretation of the intentio.. behind the

Soviet annaationL The author II under the misappreheMion that the Kremli.
IOIYed itI own ..fionalitia problem and iI now collecting the fruits from th.
achiev ement. Thil II not true. After all, why did the Kremlin leize Western
Ukraine and Weatem Byelon..ia from Poland? Why did the Soviets endeavor

to .nna Azerbaijan from Ir.... the Armenian provinces from Turkey, etc.? The

author ..-wen: Stalia was under the heavy prt..u re of the Ukrainian nationaliats,

...e of wllom ...... peI to let ewen into the PoHtburo, auch .. Khrushchev, Ka-

pIIOVich, VoroIhi loY. and othen. Alia. the nationalism of othen wu helped

in the Soviet expalllioailal.

nis interpretation __ entirely wrong. The Soviets annexed the Western
Ukrainiaa prcwi ncea from Poland .nd Rumania not for the ..listaction of the above
mentioned memben of the Politburo. but for the purpoee of extirpating Ukrainian
nationalism. Once they had all the Ukrainia.. under their thumb, it would be euier
to combat Ukrainian national_. The mentioned mem ben of the Politburo, although
bom in Ukraine, are, in reality, the mOlt brutal enemies of Ukrainian national_
and the moat rabid R\"'fien of Ukraine.

Mr. Carman Ie accurate in the Itatiatics relative to the different nationalities

in the Soviet Union. Here he treadl on more familiar grounds and shows himRlf

more honest than many other authors; but his interpretation of tbis data is faulty.

n.... he labell the Treaty of Brest-Litonk u \"one of the moat grasping, rapacioua

treatia of modem times\"-when, .. . matter of fad, the Brest-Litovsk Treaty was
an international agreement baled ,tridly on the American principles of eelf-
determination of nations.

B, ..u min, that the period of the Ukr.inian Kievan State and even the
period of the Western Ukrainian State (OaIida-VoIhynian State of the XIII and
XIV centuries), belong to RUliia. biltory, the .uthor follows only the old mis-

take 10 popular among American historia... For Mr. Carman, however, there is no
bcute for making such a mistake.

Ellentially fine and fundamental .. Mr. Carman'. work ie, it is the best
proof that in this country no .rio.. and unbiued rnea rch work on the nationality
problems of Eutern Europe and South-wstern Alia is being conducted. Such
atudia are of great importance in today'. struggle between America and Ru_a.
Without . fundamental knowledge of the nationalitia problem of the Soviet Union,
ou, practical foreign policy will make many miatakes. It will be unable to exploit
the weakst point of the Soviet Union, - the struggle of the peoples subjugated

by R.... for their national Uberation.
At any rate. on the whole, Mr. Carman'. work Ihould prove to be a good and

resourceful guide concerning R....n expansion for world domination.

N. CHUBATY.)

TWENTIETH CENTURY UKRAINE, by Cla rence A. Manning. Bookman As-
IOdates, New York. 243 pp. $3.!K).

This new book by the author of \"The Story of Ukraine\" and of \"Ukrainian

Literature,\" dealing with Ukrainian problel1l8 of the first half of this century, is a time-

ly one. The problems of Ukraine and of the Ukrainian people are at the present time

of paramount interest to figural in public life in America a. well .. on the interna-)))
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tional lCene. And the hiMory of Ukraine in tile pat !IO yean was tile weightieat

period Ii nee Khmebritlky'. war .,a. Poland (1&48-1654). Hence a good atcount
and an ...Iysis of this era ... IOrely aeeded. Prof (l.o r CI.rence A. Mann-

ing in his new book tries to .....er thoee needL He treats chidly of hiMorical and

political ..... of Ukraine during the pat half century. He writel of the period
durin, the World Wan I aad II and in the intervals. He recorct. tile relati\037

between Ukraine, R\037a, Poland, Germany and Czechoalovakia. Specifically he
dacri bs the relati0n8 with the R\"..ia n Communist .gI Rllo r, and the .....nee
of the Ukrainia. people to BoI8heYik en8Iav emen t. Dr. Manning Im ew_ recou nta
the attaJaments of Ukrainian literature in that period and the unevea struggle of

Ukrainian writen under Communilt yoke for freedom of exp K..i on. He alllo

mentionl the DPI (Displaced PenonI), thoee witIKllei of Communilt misrule and
opprellion.

A bibliography, special notes, and an index are added to the book.

M already said the book on the whole will fill in the needs for information

on modem Ukraine. It may IerYe u a guide to the East-European problems,

although not .11 chapters treat the ..em bled material with the lame uniformity.

Some are given encyclopedic treatment while othen are treated in a more specific

manner. The reader may obtain the Mesal \" information on modem Ukraine,
provided he studis the indicated literature in the bibliography. The book depicts
what occured in Ukraine during the past two generations, and its meaning aa far a.

the world peace and leCurity are concerned.)

IRENE DoBU5H)

UAMERICA'S SECOND CRUSADE\", William Henry Chamberlin. Henl}' Regner)'
Co.. Chicago 19!IO, 1-355 pp.

Finally, we have a political interpretation of World War II, the mOlt turbulent
in all world history, with even darker horizons for the future. This is W. H.
Chamberlin'. book: AmtrlcG', \037to.d Cnutldt. The author brings out .. every good
A merican feels today - with deep IOrrow - that the opportunity to brine to the
world peace and a just lett lemen t of the international order has vanished, III08tly

by our own negligence.

The author'. conclusion is exp Klled best by the Jut chapter: \"No War but
DO Peace.\" After reading the entire book, the reader has the impression that our
participation in World War II .aa un neCCIII I}'. We intended to destroy inhuman
N .rilm but cultivated a leVeral tima more dangerOUl Communillll. What iI more,
we were helpful in lavinl world Communism, under the savage leadenhip of the

Kremlin, at a time when this same Communism brought ocu.. of sufferings to
milliOlll of in nocen t people.

Mr. Chambelin analyzel the lOurces of World War II, the defects of the

Versailles Treaty, the rise of Falcilm and Hitlerism, .s well a. America'. inter-
ference in the European cockpit.

ne author emphuizel the ideological principles of the Big Three, the
Atlantic Charter, and Pour FreedolM, which were completely disregarded by the-

Big Three. Such a disregard of thse principls was natural in an alliance where the-

SovIet Union was a member of the Big Three partnenhip.)))
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Chamberlin', book ..entices lIIuch time to the moral-political appraiul of the
Teheran, Yalta and PotIdam a greemen ts, continually defending the victims of

-.ell policie8. He defendl Poland .gailllt RUl8ian and German aggrson. \"Poland:
The Great Betray.a.

\"
it the title of one chapter of his book, paraphrasing the

title of a known book \"Poland Betrayed\" by the Polish Ambl.. dor in W uh in gton
CiechanowKl \"German, Must be Destro,ed.\" is the title of another chapter, con-
cerninl Morgenthau's plan to convert German, into . pasture.

At every step, Mr. Chamberlin confronts the political machinations of the
Big Three with moral political obligations undertaken not only by the Wilsonian

right of _If-determination, but allo by the Atlantic Charter and the Four Freedoms

doctrine of President Rooeevell

Mr. Chamberlin is known as a journalist of high moral sense and jUltice. We

are certain that .11 that is written in this book are his deep, noble convictions.

Unfortunately, we find in his book eome Itatements, even proposals, which
openly Itand in contradiction to those defended by him (the Wilsonian democratic

doctrine of _If-determination of peoples, as well .s the Atlantic Charter). We
have in mind his viewpoint regarding two Western Ukrainian provinc es Galicia

and Volhynia.

In leVeral places the author states that Western Ukraine historically and
ethnically is Polish territory. Lviv (Lwow) is a Polish city. This allertion Itandl
in hanh conflict with the historical, ethnical, as well as statistical facts regarding
the population of W stem Ukraine.

It is true that an overwhelming majority of the population of Western
Ukraine is strongly against Rul8ian-Bolshevist domination over Ukraine - not
only Western but over Eastern Ukraine as well. This population, however, is
litewiae against Polish domination of Westem Ukrainian provinces. The over-

whelming majority of the population of Western Ukraine already exercised its holy

right of self-determination on November I, 1918, by proclaiming its own Western
Ukrainian Republic. On January 22, 1919, this Republic: united with the Eastern
Ukrainian National Republic, thereby incorporating the Ukrainian people into one
state. The Ukrainian population was deprived of its holy right by brutal force.

An unbiased application of the Atlantic Charter (section 2) must leave the

decision of the fate of these territories in the hands of the native population
which, we are certain, will never favor Poland.

Historiclla\" from the earliest timell of East European history, almost a

thousand years ago, Western Ukraine was a part of the Kiev RUI State and
H.lich-Volhynian State (X-XIV Ct.), The boundaries of two Chriltian civiliza-

tio... Eastern and Western, are simultaneously the oldest boundaries between the
Ukrainian and Polish peoples. They ran about 50 miles west of the present Polish-
Soviet boundaries (fixed at Yalta) approximatively along the Willoka, San and

Wepr (Wieprz) rivers, from the Carpathian mountains to Polilia. This strip of

land is a Polish acquisition at the expense of the Ukrainian nation for the past
six centuries.

In 1349 (after the fint futile attempt in 1340) the Polish King Casimir, in

ceding the old Polilh province, Sil.a, with its capital Wroclaw (Bresl.u), to the

Oerm.... invaded Welltem Ukraine, with it. capital Lviv, .nd annexed it, not ..)))
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a PoIlIIa pnwi ace but the \"Ruthenian Kinedom\", with itl own landl and cu rrency .
ethnical Ukrainian character of thil province, called uRutilenian VoyevodltYo (Wo-
jewodztwo Rulkie),\" was never qustioned b)' Poland until Poland', partition

(1 n2).

The ancient PoIlIIa author of the history of the city of LviY - Ziemorowicz

(middle of 17 centu,,) entitled his work \"Leopol. Triplex\" (Three-fold Lyfy-Leo-

polis). Three-fold beca... the author divided the bistory of LYiY into three periocII:
The UkraiDian (Ruthenian) period of Lyjy until 1349; the German period of Lyfy

(Lember, or Leoburl or Lemburgia) 14th-16th century; the Polish period of
LYiY (Lwo.) middle of 16th century.

After the annexation of Western Ukraine to Poland (15th century), the
Polish OoYemment commenced a very intensive colonization of this UkrainiaD

territory with almost international elements. Lacking their own Polish merc hants and
artisa.... the)' invited Germa.... who introduced the German (Saxon) law into

RVeral tow-. specially into Lviv, which for two centuries fell under German

control (Ziemorowicz: - German Lemburgia). Only in the thirties of the 16th
century Polilh preaching was introduced for the first time in one of Lviv'.
Roman Catholic Churches.

Despite dilcriminatio.... the Ukrainian population of Lviv played an important
role in the cultural development of the town during the 17th century, with a popula-

tion of 8,000. The moM attractive monumental edifices in Lviv are - the

beautiful Renailunce campanile of St. Mary'. Church (Wololka Teema); the
Rena ilia nee palace of Komiaart (16th centu,,); the charming Rococo St. George
Cathedral (18th century). - TheJ were erected by memben of the Ukrainian
orthodox community of Lvw.

During the modem Polish regime. the administration of LYiv, a city of

330,000, wu exclUliYely in Polish handL By applying undemocratic methods to

electio.... not one Ukrainian wu admitted to the City roundl during the aut Jean
of the PoIlIIa regime. Lviv, a strongl)' bureaucratic city, po.e..ed only \037 of

Polish population, and the other \037 was divided amonl the Jews and Ukrainia...
Today, the percen tage of Polish population in LviY II nec1igible.

LYiY wu the leat not only of Polish cultural institutiollS, but Ukrainian ..

well, such u the oldest Ukrainian rnea rch institution on al1l aad ICienceI - the
Shevchenko Scientific Society - with ita three milieu\", and large library, the

National MUleUm of Ana, Proevita, a center for popular educational clube, which

number ewer 4,000.

Slddtllll\" Western Ukraine, detached from Poland b)' Yalta, never in it!
history had a Polish majority in its population. The abIGlute majority of over \037
of population was continually Ukrainian.

As stated by authoritative rnea rchen on ata.tica, the Polish ce...... con-

cerning ethaical faca was evidently biued; only the denom inatioM data are

approu.atlwel, true. Aa II well Down, aU Chrlatia.. of the Eastem rite (Catholics
and Orthodox) are Ukrainian. aacI Christia.. of the Latin rite are Polish.

In Ia I, wen accordinl to the otlicial Polilla cent.. there were i. Western

Ukraine :)))
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We are deeply convinced that the author of \"America'. Second Cruude,\" had
the best iatentio.. of IelYing the noble cauae of the def e... of betrayed Poland,

a nation which fell from our ally to the role of IUbiemeat satellite of Communiat

RuIIia. We are even of the conviction that Poland for her sacrifices for the com-
mon allied callie Mould be compenuted with an uninhabited U. N. mandatory

territory, where overcrow ded Poli8h populace can fiind opportunity for living and
expaMion. Thill neverthelell cannot be done at the expenae of its Ukrainian neigh-

bor disregarding the rights of lelf-determination and the Atlantic Charter. Only
the lack of data concerning Ukrainian-Polish border problema induced the author
to make propoeitio.. conflicting with his own, generally highly moral, political
line.)

NICHOLAS CHUBATY)

THE ANNALS Of THE UKRAINIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

IN UtE U. S., Vol I, No. I, New York.

We have in our hanell the Int publication of the Ukrainian Academy
of Arts and ScienctS In the U. S., IDC., ecHted by Prof. Michael Vetukhiv.

The Int yolume eontai.. five articles, book reviews. obituaries, as well

.. . note on trallllitention of Cyrillic characten Into English.

The tint article on the \"Hi.'orio,lIph, 0' Ukrllinlllll Utlr\"'arl,\" by Prof.
S. YelremiY (not Yelremov) ill reprinted from an old publication of the All-
Ukrainian Academy of Sci enca in Kiev, 1923. The article is IUppl emea ted to

date by Oeorp Luck,j. This _etch of the historiography of modem Ukrainian
Htenture does not embrace the period of the old Ukrainian literature written in
a Ukrainizecl Church Slavonic language.

\"T\"\037 d\037c\037\",brl\" .IUd I. '''\037 iiiIII\" of P\037ltI.1I RD.cisz\037\"sk'\" by Vo-
loci,..\" Ponkyj, conce..... the Decembrist lIIO\302\245emal t in Ukraine. The evens
dacri bed In the Diary comment only on the actiYity of the PoilU and R....
lia. nobles; no mention ill made there of the participation of Ukrainia.. in
Decembrist revolution. More factual material concem ing Ukrainian participa-
tion in this Revolution was collected in the publicationa of the All-Ukrainian
Academy of Scie nca of Kiev in 1925, on the O\302\253IIi08 of the 100tb annivenary

of the Decem brist revolution.
The mOlt valuable article in thi. i81ue is by Prof. Gregory Makhiv (not

Makhov) a known Ukrainian lOil lCientilt. His \"A new soil map of th\037)

I E. M. Kulisher: Population Changes Behind the Iron Curtain. - Tht An-

lIal, of th\037 American Attld\037my of Political and Social Sc;\037\"t\037,September 19\037

V. Kubijowycz: Geography of Ukraine, Lvi,-Cracow, 1943, p. 305.)))
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Ukrtlill\037\" is . good sample of ICholarly raea rth. Prof. Makhiv i8 known .. a
contributor on Ukraini.n economics .nd agriculture to the UiraitUlIlI Qruu1\037rl,
for leYeral years.

At the end of th. i1aue is a one page \"Nott 011 Traaliltratioll\" of Cyrillic
written characten into English. The \"Note\" is an ineffective .ttempt .t genuine

tnnsliteration. The problem of the tr.nsliter.tion of Cyrillic into English
it not new in this country. It was deeply studied by the Library of Con l\037
by the American AMoci.tion of Teachers of SI.vic and East European

languages. .. well a. by the Public Library in New York City, .t the
request of the State Department for practical realO.... The rules on tr....

literation, .. .ccepted in America, follow Itrict lines of phonetics of each

language employing Cyrillic ch.racten. For instance Cyrillic \"c n (ye) cannot be

trallllitented in American \"je\"; \".\" (ya) by \"ja\"; ''10'' (u) by \"Ju
n

, nor can
..... (zh) by \"z\" with Czech accent; \"x\" (kh) by \"ch\"; \"m\" (III) by \"I\", '...' (ch)
by \"c\" with Czech accents etc. Such . plan is entirely foreign on American BOil. But

even the editor of the iSlUe does not keep to the proposed plan on tn_iteration
beeaute the nama of MaIdIov is written correctly, .s well .. that of Vetuldliv.

The Preface to the lint ieaue of the Annall . a lIIIall informative article
on the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U. S. The find part
of this .rticle concerning inform.tion on the well delerving All-Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences in Kiev ( 1923-1929) . very informative, but the leCond part

concerning the Ukr.inian Free Academy of Sciences i. not accur.te. The
editor writes: \"mallY former m\037mbt's Glldl IIUOC;tlttS of 'hI old AClldem, to.1Id

tlltmstl\",s ;11 Wester\" E\"ro\037, Gild the, suttttdtd ;11 \037rtQt;II' tht Uk,IIi\";\",,
Fret ACGdtm, of Stitllcts which tmbractd most Ukrai\";GII .choltlr, Gild

'tientins 0\" tht frtt sidt of tht Iroll C\"rtai\".\" Actually, however, not one
member of the Kiev Academy of Sciences eIC.ped to the West. The humanistic
and lOclological department of the Kiev Ac.demy were driven during the W.r,
by the Bolsheviks to Ufa, the department! of natural and technical lCience
to Kazakhst.n where they were forced to work for the def eDK . The free
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences .a ntablilhed in Aupburg. Germany, in 1945 by
a group of Ukrainian refugee inteUectuais.

For the Americ.n public the remark - \"Tht ,,1m Df th\037 Uk''';'';''11

Acadtm, 01 Art. Gild Stinact, ;11 tht United Statn ;s 1o tD-O,dilUllt 'h\037 If-

torts of Ukrainian scholG,s 01 1111 VGrlttitS of dtmocrGtic thoughI Gild tOil-

\\littioll,\" is not quite understandable. It looks .. though thil institution preICribes
in .dvance, for leholan thoughts and convictions. In the countrie8 of Western

democracies there exist only the fundament.1 principle of abeolute freedom
of !Cholarly relearch and the .blGlute freedom in academic teaching. The

only aim of any echolarly studies must be the search of pure truth. In a true democratic

country a scholar does not need to reaffirm his adherence to the official political

doctrine, al it happens in totalitarian countries.

The above statement limiting \"thought and conviction\" of echolan i.
by its spirit entirely strange to the traditions of Ukrainian leholarly relearch
organized during the past three generations by the 77 year old Alma Mater of

Ukrainian scholars-The Shevchenko Scientific Society in Lviv, now establish-
ed in exile with its headquarters in New York and in Paris. The Ukrainian
researchers fought traditionally for freedom of echolarly research.)))
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Be,ond theIe IIIortcaarinp which ca. be onrIooked in a debutante
pIIbHcatioll, the appearance of . ... journal on Ukraine baa to be welcOllKd

hlnlDl a .. the America8 IChoIarl, world ace. more Informatioa about
Ulrrable.
Stea b[IWU Ie CoUep. ObiG. BoHDAN LoNCHYNA)

SPIRIT Of FLAME, . Collection of the Work. of lei,. Ukrainu. Tra..lated
bJ PerciYal Cundy, Fo reword by Cla rence A. Manning. Bookman A .oc iates,
New York. Copyright, 19!IO by Ukrainian National Women's League of

America. A picture of the poae. in Ukrainian national coMume forms the
frOlltpiece of thil book.

We are yery well ..*fied with the contents of this collection. It contai...
two litera.., hiMorical III. \" written by excellent experts on Ukrainian Literature

and Ha.to.., which introduce the reader to the conditions of life and working of the
'alllOlll Ukrainian podell who died in 1913 after great physical suffering. Laya
Ukrainka is recognized u \"one of the leading figures in modem Ukrainian

Uterature. leCond onl)' to Tar.. Shevchenko, the incomparable master of the

language, and on a par in her artistic productions with Ivan Franko\" (C. Manning).
But we disagree with the opinion of Prof. Manning that Lesya Ukrainka'.

work ... IOIIIet hing iaolated from the Ukrainian struggle for independence. On
the contrary, her poems were for the Ukrainian youth the Iymbolic lign of the

struggle for the right of national lelf-development and for independence.

The Introduction written by Dr. Cundy is an excellent and broad summary
01 her literary achievemen ts. His estimation of the yalue of Laya Ukrainka'.

knowledge. unbounded imagination, keen pI)'chological insight, vigor and power
. baled on a .nOIlS .tudy of her worb.

The translated lelections contain the moat prominent lyric works divided

according to the following subjects: I. Love. 2. Nature. 3. Penonal Experiences.

4. The Poetic Calling, 5. Love of Country. 6. Social Justice and Human Rights. -
Then follows the lelection of the Dramatic Poema and Dramas: On the Ruins. Ba-

bJlonia. Captivity. The Noblewoman. Forest Song. Martianu. the Advocate. -

The translation agrees with the IPirit and chancteristic of the original works of

Lelya Ukrainka.

We recom mend this important book, al thil is the lint attempt to acquaint the

English-apeaking world with the moat important works of this Ukrainian poete18
which \"can be read a. an illYaluable contribution to world literature as well.\"

Dr. K. KVSILEWSKY J.)

DEATH Of SCIENCE IN RUSSIA. (The Fate of Genetics as Delcribed in Pravda

and ellewhere) , edited by Conway Zircle, Prof (llo r of BotanJ. University
of Pen.ylYania, Philadelphia, Univenity of Pen..ylvania Pre18. 1949, pp.315.

The publication of thil work ... prom pted b, the Confe rence on Genetics
wlalda took place in Au,.. 1947 i. MoKow. It iI an objective stud, of the manner
.. wllich the olicial CommuniM IChooi of thoulht attempta to make free and un-)))
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restricted atudies in the field of genetics follow the weD known party line. What
makes the boot apedally valuable is that it is illustrated by many examples aIId

detaill of bow this proc\037 is conducted. Its title truly reflects ita contents.

The contents indude the .ddr\037 made at the conference by T. D. LyJalt o,

the leader of the group attacking genetics, and hia concluding remark.; talks b,
bis supporten, who. formerly differed with him but now recanted their fO l Aller

views; papen read at the conference frolll several American and British geneticia..

coupled with their resignatio.. from the Academy of Sciences; several articles on

the subject which appeared in \"Pravda\"; the reIDlutions palled at the conference;

and finall)' the letter which the conferees dispatched to Stalin.

The boot h.. twelve chapten and a good bibliography.

The work lets out the re810 11S for the Soviet attack upon Ienetics. However,

more of theIe could have been added. The author writes that up to the time of

Lpenko lCientific atudies were conducted in perfect freedom. Actually that is not
true. From the very beginning ecientific studies in the Soviet Union had to conform

to the Soviet party line pattern.
In the tint period, 1920-1930, the biologists were under otlicial orden from

the Communists to fight against the remnants of pre-revolutionary thought,
primarily against the ao-called idealism, religion and m)'Stid8ll1.

For thil re_lO n, the Soviets needed out and out materialists. whom later they
persecuted .. '''ulgar mechanics\". During this period the Kremlin supported the
new materialistic IChool of thought, and pushed to the front )'oung ICholan who
had not yet reached their prime, such as Vavilova, Filipchenko, Serebrovlky. The
Red regime wu quick to seize the opportunity of exploiting the8e young materialists

in ita fight against idealilm and m)'lticilm. That it why it welcomed with open
al1l1l the arrival of the young American Kholar, Miller. who repr aICn ted the

Morgan IChoot, and who brought with him cultures of a fecund moule, DYIOphila

melanoguter, in order to broaden the Morgan resea rch atudies. During the tint
ten yean pnetic IftN rch had the full .upport of the regime and .. a result it

flourilhed.

Other fields of atudy and IftN rch which promoted the idea of idealillll, how..

ever, found opportunities of development and expansion denied them by govern-
ment restrictio... The well known academician Sere ... one of the victillll of

tbeIe nstrictioal and penecutio.... Prot el.o r Stanchinlt\" one of the moat pr\037
inent ecolopts, w.. banished to Siberia. Lamardilm was . well-nigh forbicldell

word, in theory and in practice. Only a few were allowed to follow it, 8UC1I

as prof cllu r Vladiminky. W ialma n, Mendel, Morean, on the other hand, were
the favOO_ with tile repae.

Earl, in the 30's, MOICOW declared a cold war against the \"bour g_I\" Wet.
SimultaneoUlly It readjusted ia policy on geneticl and gaye it new clirectlOlll. The
bypothesia .as put forward, that the gene does not n\302\253(...rily haye to be 1OIeI, tile
bearer of hereditary qualities of HIe\" but that it Mould euil, be IUbject to ell-

Yiroament and the like. Once acain Lamarckilm became popular, and cUrectiYeI
were pen to eDlace .. man, resea rchen .. poI.i ble who would be charred with

the talk of conducting .arioua experimentl to IUbaanute the theory.

ne, were wameet. however, to conduct their experiments alone original
lines, Soviet lines, and ache. all German, Britilh or American bourgeois lChooll
of thoupt in the matter. Stalin hillllelf began to take an interest in the geneticl)))
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probleln. It was about this time that L,...ko forged to the front. A pner.1 about-
face maneuver ... executed b, the recime in its previous view of Cenetica. L,.enko
and Iu. chief llIieta nt, the ideologiat P racn t, were ordered to ruthl., destroy
all the pi.. made th.. far in genetics, and to start from ICratcb.

In conclUllon, It Ihould be noted that the work reflects in an able fashion

what has been accompliMed in lCienti&c ltudies in Soviet Rusia in particular
and in totalitarian-recimented countriee in ceneral.)

M. VETUKHIV.)

Victor KraYChenko. I CHOSE JUSTICE. New York, Charles Scribnen Sons, 19!50,

pp. GI.

The first book of KraYChenko, I cho't Frttdom, created in ita time a great
ltir. The author, a hip otlicial in the Soviet economic machine, had a greater op-
portunity than the ordinary Soviet Citizen to gain an accurate knowledge of the
conditions that prevail in the \"red paradise.\" This volume was slandered in articles
in the Parisian newspaper, us Ldtrt, Frallclli.e., in November, 1947 and al a
result there came the widely publicized trial in Paris in the spring of 1949. This
new book of Kravchenko deals with that trial.

By a criticism and an analysis of the testimony of the pro-Soviet witnesl\037,

Kravchenko provel in this book that Moscow call oppoSt 10 tht fright/Ill truth
\"boat th\037 \"red paradi&\037\" nothing but Ih\037 ;dl\037 cluzttt, lIftd fantastic d\037llUiolU 01
aDmt Wt.ttrll IIt\"oul, ulUtable individual. of II psychoptltic Iype alld Iht obvious

lyin, 11l1li fal&iflclltioll of its w;ttl\037\"\037S who have bttft co\"upt\037d or ttrril;\037d b, th\037

NKVD. As for the poeition of Ukraine under the slavery of the Kremlin, we find

valuable data in the testimony of General Rudenko (the former Soviet prosecutor
in the Nuremberg trial) and of Vuylenko. one of the chiefs of heavy industry in
Ukraine and a former member of the government and the Executive Committee of

the \"Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine\" (KP(b)U). The testimony of the
former brings o.t the pitiable situation in the Ukrainian higher technical schools
and .-.0 further in the industry which is at each step controlled by Moscow and
dos not have the slightest freedom of action.

Prom the testimonr of Vuylenko we learn of the frightful persecution of the
Ukrainia.. in the USSR, especially in the more important posts and, of the cruel

PUrlei which COlt the lives of thousandl and thousands of Ukrainian technical and
apicaltural leaden even within the ranks of the party. Vuylenko was compelled

to admit, for instance, that of the eight memben of the Ugovemmenf' of Ukraine

(the people's commissars) during hill term of eervice only one remained alive in

1949 and the rest had disappeared without a trace and of the 15 engineers of the

f.ctory in which Kravchenko wu director (the Nikopil Pipe Factory) only three

had eKa ped purging during the coune of the ten yean 1939--49. It is only a

misfortune that Kravchenko u a Rusaian great power enthusiast did not make use

of the testimony of other Ukrainian witn !8l!l. new emigres from the Soviets, who
offered him their lervices. The means by which the truth came out in Paris can
be judged by the fact that all Soviet witn fllea before their return to the USSR

wen compelled to take an oath that on their return to their \"homeland\" they would
not laY . word about the course of the widely publicized trial.

S. PRoTsIUK)))



One of the most prominent Ukrainian statesmen of the older genera-
tion, Dr. Longin Cehelsky, Vice-President of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America and the Ukrainian Pan-American Conference, died

in Philadelphia on Dec. 13, 1950. Shortly before his death the Ukrainians

celebrated his 75th anniversary. Dr. Cehelsky began his poiitical career

while still a student. His activities caused his arrest by the Austro-Polish

authorities in Galicia. In 1913 he

was elected a representative to the
Austrian Parliament in Vienna,

and with the outbreak of World

War I he became one of the

organizers of the Ukrainial1

Legion, which in time develop-
ed into the Ukrainian Army. After

the downfall of Austria Dr. Ce-

helsky became a member of the

Ukrainian National Council, the

Minister of Internal Affairs in the

first Government of the West U-

krainian National Republic and

Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs

in the Government of the United

Ukrainian National Republic. On

Jan. 22, 1919 in Kiev, Dr. Ce-

helsky participated in the solemn
historical act of uniting East and
West Ukraine, which for centuries
had been separated by foreign oc- Dr. Longin Cehelaky, t Dec. 13, 19!50

cupations. After the reoccupation of

Ukraine by Poland and Russia Dr. Cehelsky emigrated to the United

States in 1920, where in due time he became an American citizen. Here

he was one of the most active personalities. He participated in the organi-
zation and directing of the Ukrainian Congress Committee, the Pan-
American Ukrainian Conference, and as the editor of the Ukrainian paper
\"America\", printed in Philadelphia.

Dr. Cehelsky was a person of a deep culture, with an extraordinary
talent of the orator; he was uncompromising in his convictions regarding
the independence of Ukraine.)

DR. LONGIN CEHELSKY)
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UCRAINICA IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN

PERIODICALS)

\"THE SUPREME FACT ABOUT THE SOVIET UNION\", by Edward

Crankshaw. Th\037 New York Tlmts Ma,azlnt, November 12, 1950.

There can be little doubt that this lucid essay of an eminent English

political writer represents one of the soundest and most balanced analyses
which have been penned by an Anglo-American student of the unnatural
political complex called the Soviet Union. He carefully distinguishes be-
tween the Russian and the numerous non..Russican inhabitants of the

Soviet Union in order to depict accurately the peculiar mystical and ir-
rational properties of the political mentality that generally prepossesses

the former. Not taken in easily by the current emotional appeal for

friendship with the Russian people, largely based on the tenous as-

sumption of a spiritual chasm between the people and an imposed

dictatorial government, Mr. Crankshaw evinces a more intelligent

sociological perspective when he emphasizes \"that in the first instance
it is the people who produce the institutions, and not the institutions which

produce the people.\" Thus he is quite explicit in saying that \"the Soviet

Government is inevitably a product of the Russian people.
\"

Yet, despite
the conspicuous lack of any concrete evidence of anti-Soviet resistance

on the part of the rank..and-file Russian, one can be sure that the author

would not underrate the importance of attempting to stimulate some form

of opposition by certain sections of the Russian populace to their autocrat-

ic governmenl
It is particularly noteworthy that the writer, doubtless with much

awareness of demonstrated fact, applies in part the properties of 8ub-

servient alacrity to centralist government, the negativism implied by the

national chauvinist desire to Russify, and the blind all..()r..nothing dynamic
even to Russians who detest Bolshevism. Needless to say, sufficient witness

to this has been provided by certain Russians even here in the United

States. Moreover, this analyst shoWI a remarkable familiarity with the un-
resolvable multinational problem in his cogent discussion of the traditional

policy of Russification, among other things pointing to the basic weakness
of the Ukrainian link in the Soviet imperialist chain. But certainly most
U1umina tin sln bis comprehensive analysis is the central theme that '7.)))
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most immediate enemy at every showing is Russian imperialism,\" an

elemental truth which fortunately has gained of recent date wide ac-
ceptance, although Ukrainians and others have almost in vain been teach-

ing it for over thirty years.)

\"VICTORY WITHOUT WAR,\" address by Harold E. Stassen. Round the

World Report, The American Broadcasting Company, January 15,
1951, Washington, D. C.

Those who are objectively conversant with the political realities of

Central and Eastern Europe cannot help but view this address by Presi-
dent Stassen of the U nivenity of Pennsylvania as a masterpiece of Amer-

ican political leadership. Powerfully supported by authoritative and

responsible reports obtained in the course of his global trip, Mr. Stassen

states in no uncertain terms that \"deep discontent and unrest\" exist In

the Soviet Union and in the Red Army itself, that border guards have
been considerably enhanced and yet persons \"slip through with amazing
stories of tragedy among the thirty million Moslems, the forty million

Ukrainians, the Poles, the Czechs, and all the others who are prisoners of
the Kremlin,\" and, significant in the light of the comments made above,

that \"the whole world is rapidly awakening to the extreme evils of Com..

munist imperialism.\"

It goes without saying that those who are honestly and with integrity

familiar with the raw facts and would not misguide American opinion in

regard to the actual political circumstances surrounding the Soviet regime

are in perfect accord with Mr. Stassen's views that American foreign

policy can achieve victory \"over Communist imperialism, without a world

war,\" but if one is forced upon us, we can defeat Soviet Russia in war as
well. Furthermore, only a meager knowledge of the patent inefficacies of

the Voice of America in the battle for the minds of men is sufficient to

underwrite his advocacy that the \"Voice of America should be taken out
of the State Department...\" But of greatest importance is his implicit

advocacy of the principle of self-determination as expressed in his pro-

posed long..range goal calling for \"The establishment of separate national

sovereignty and true independence for the Ukraine, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Bulgaria and Hungary.\"

The solid wisdom and breadth of objective understanding underlying this

report are, without question, the true measure of President Stassen's
character of sound statesmanship, and he can rest assured that mil-

lions throughout the world are profoundly grateful for it.)))
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\"EAST EUROPE SPEAKS,\" an editorial. Amtrlca, National Catholic

Weekly Review, February 24, 1951, New York.

With reference to the common pledge made by many eminent exiled

leadcrs from Central and East Europe on February II at Philadelphia in

defense of a Declaration of Independence, the editon of this national

Catholic publication hail the event as an overt fact that \"East Europe was
asse rting its unity and solidarity with the free world.\" Commendable as

this momentous event may have been, it is regrettable that the un-
critical editors should speak of East European solidarity when no re-

presentatives of over 40 million Ukrair.ians, IAOre than several combina-
tions of the populations of the nations represented on this occa sion, were

asked to participate. The editors display little knowledge of the political

actualities of East Europe and apparently no knowledge of the vague and

pitiful policy, if the term may be properly used, governing the patchwork

activities of the National Committee For A Free Europe which sponsored
the event.

Yet how critical can one be of the shortcomings of these editors

merely commenting on the event when not one of the so-called exiled

leaders, whose knowledge of Ukraine, its people, and its current valorous

underground operations against the Soviets is surely well founded, had
even the courage or the long-range wisdom to urge the inclusion of U-

krainian representatives. Oenuine statemanship, rather than the play of

uprooted politicians, certainly demands such honest courage in the interest

of true East European solidarity which doubtlessly will come in any

event from those who are really struggling, fighting, and suffering for it

behind the Iron Curtain today.)

\"BEYOND THE KREMLIN ARE THE PEOPLE,\" by Adolf A. Berle, Jr.
Review of \"The New Soviet Empire\" by David J. Dallin, Tht Ntw

York Tlm\037s Book Review, February 25, 1951.

I t has always been a source of curiosity to those who have followed

the reflections and comments of the liberal Professor and humanitarian,
Adolf A. Berle, Jr., as to why, in the face of much inescapable evidence,
he consistently omits in the wide range of his expressed interests any
benevolent concern for the plight of over 40 million Ukrainians. Several
months ago, in chiding the United States on the Oenocide issue , he

rightly referred to the ghastly Soviet genocidal acts perpetrated on the
leveral Baltic peoples but not a word concerning the equally substantial
evidence that has been provided for Soviet genocide in Ukraine. It is)))
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certain that Mr. Berle was not unaware of this spectacular evidence. So
here, in this review, he appean to be 10 thoroughly overawed by Mr.
Dallin's propaganda case for friendship with the Russian people that
one leaves with the impression that in the scope of hi, humanitarian
liberalism there is no place for the sufferings and truly liberal aspira-
tions of the equally numerous non-Russian peoples in the Soviet Union

who detest the yoke of Russian imperialism and, as is being currently

applied, the cognate policy of Russification.

With a far more objective and accurate orientation toward the

paramount problems of the Soviet Union, Mr. Berle could have offered

a more constractive appraisal of this supposedly scholarly work. For

example, he accepts uncritically the author's expediently contrived

enumeration of the six foreign wars fought by the Soviet Union since its

presumed inception, commencing with the war against Poland in 1920.

It is scarcely a tribute to the author's scholarship that, in effect, no such

political entity as the Soviet Union existed then. Rather, in historical
fact, it was Soviet Russia that fought not only against Poland but also

against similarly foreign forces of the then existing independent Ukraine.

Other examples could be cited with equal force, but the simple fact is
that Mr. Dallin's illiberal Oreat Russian politics have for some time now

impaired seriously his scholarship as demonstrated in this work by

his treatment of Ukrainian liberation movement.

It is painful to observe that, for whatever reason, the expressions

of Professor Berle's esteemed liberalism do not find broader and more

liberal outlets, especially where they are needed most.)

\"THE WRONa RUSSIAN AOAIN,\" by David J. Dallin. The New

uad\037r, February 12, 1951, New York.

Whatever may be said of Mr. Dallin's scholarly attributes, as
evidenced by his several early works on Soviet Russia, it surely cannot
be held that his more recent writings evince any adequate political

sagacity. This most recent article, true as it is with respect to the hoax..
like claims of the National Labor Union of NTS, its spurious representa..

tions and fanciful concoctions, which many responsible Americans are

coming to realize, scarcely establishes Mr. Dallin and his kind as worth..

while assets in the common front of anti\037ommunist opposition. He

undoubtedly is correct in his assertion that \"The ill..informed or misguided
Americans discovered that none of the other national group. of the Soviet

Union would cooperate with the violently nationalistic NTS, and that the

RIIIIIan democratic groups viewed it with equal suspicion,\" but this)))
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does not nece ssarily imply an absolute rejection of the NTS as a force,

if indeed it is or can become one, in the ranks of the anti-communist

crusade. Evidently Mr. Dallin believes it does, suggesting also that he
is the right Russian to tum to, but political-minded Ukrainians who see
a good use made of an evil medium think otherwise, at least for the
immediate end of anti-communist solidarity.)

\"RUSSIAN IMPERIALISM,\" an editorial. Lithuanian Bulletin, July-
December, 1950, New York.

This unquestionably superb publication of the Lithuanian American
Council presents an account of Russian imperialism which cannot be too

highly recommended to the general reader. It diagnoses the charlatanic

political mentality of certain Russian emigres posing as \"Iiberals\" and
\"democrats\" with such uncanny insight that the instructed reader is well

equipped to pierce through the subterfuge of such seemingly com-

mendable objectives as a \"democratic federation of the peoples of Rus-

sia,
,t which for the vast non..Russian peoples of the Soviet Union can only

mean autocratic Russian hegemony and the rough outlines of traditional

Russian imperialism. As this excellent editorial intimates, only when some
of these Russian emigres are prepared In the way of true liberalism to

uphold the sacred democratic principle of self-determination for all

peoples. one can begin to recognize the clean integrity of their profession
of the democratic ideal. Briefly, there is no more basic test to measure
them by.)

\"RUSSIAN EMIORATION AFTER 1HIRTY YEARS' EXilE,\" by Ry..
Izard Wraga. Tht &lster\" Quarterly, January, 1951, London.

Beyond any measure of doubt this highly prominent and widely

respected Polish journalist performs an infinitely valuable service in

presenting in compact form this lucid historico-analytic treatment of the

organizational and ideological development of Russian emigres in the

past three decades. The firm structure for such a study is provided with

remarkable objectivity and clearness of thought in this very essay.
This writing unquestionably deserves the widest possible circulation

in the United States, for several important reasons. In the first instance, it

furnishes a concise historical background on the countless organizations

formed by Russian emigres since World War I, on their unending divis..

iveness and internal dissensions, their ideologic perplexities and dilem-)))
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mas, and their unique vulnerability to Soviet infiltration, a working back\037

ground which is relatively rare among American students and \"experts\"
of this important historical phenomenon. Wherever factual truth demands
it, the author Is creditably fair in emphasizing the many points of strength
and political value of the considered successive emigre groups, as for

example when he underscores the general fact that \"from the very beginn\037

ing the Bolsheviks made an enormous effort to destroy the Russian emigra\037

tion as a political force,\" indicating thereby the anti-Communist threat by
the latter. But he is equally honest and forceful when in considering such

matters as Russian historiography and the like, he lays stress on the
fact that \"Fighting on every front to defend the past, the State interests

and nationalistic aims, Russian emigration began to lose sight of its main

political aim-the destruction of Bolshevism.\"

However, his treatment assumes brilliant proportions in its precise
analysis of the two foremost problems dominating current emigre discus-
sions, namely those of the responsibility 01 the Russian nation for 801\037

shevism\" and of a \"one and Indivisible Russia.\" Concerning the first in\037

tricate problem, he readily concedes that there is immense Russian hatred
of the Bolsheviks, but on the basis of enumerated truths unknown to
certain emotionally driven American given to the simple distinction

between the Soviet government and the Russian people, he unhesitatingly

declares that \"In spite of everything, it is in the ranks of the Russian na\037

tion that Bolshevism, in its present form of State Fascism, has enlisted

the greatest numbers of partisans and followers.\" The imposing truths that
the Soviet Government itself is largely based on Russian elements, that
the Red Army \"is commanded above all by Russians,\" that Soviet domestic
and foreign policy \"follows the traditional paths traced by the Russian
Empire,\" that \"the national slogans of Soviet propaganda are agreeable
only to Russian ears,\" and that \"the strength of resistance against Bol\037

shevism is much greater amongst other nations of the Soviet Union...\" can

scarcely be brushed aside by mere emotional utterances.

With respect to the second problem, the author mantfests a penetrat\037

Ing insight into the chauvinistic and insular allegiance of all the Ru\037

sian emigre groups to the traditional, imperialist idea of a \"one and in\037

divisible Russia.\" Because of their reactionary denial of the right to na-
tional freedom by the non..Russian peoples, Russian emigre groups of all

political brands have seriously obstructed the formation of a completely
united anti-Bolshevik front. Mr. Wraga is quite emphatic on this point
which he supports with indisputable evidence. It would seem that the over-
whelming events of the past thirty years more than adequately provide)))
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their own conclusive lessons of political wisdom for the Ruasian emigra-

tion, but, unfortunately, al this remarkable study powerfully demonstrates,
such has not been the caR . However, quite fortunately, it can be safely
assumed that the promising future will not tolerate the vestigial existence

of such political emigre anachronisms.

.'LET PEACE NOT DIE OF NEGLECT,\" by George F. Kennan. Tht
New York Tim\037J Magazlnt, February 25, 1951.

At the very outset of this essay the reader is properly instructed that
much of current discussion on American policy toward Soviet Russia \"is

shallow or prejudiced message that will prove to be profound and un-
prejudiced and well\037onceived. But much to his bitter disappointment, all
that is essentially \"thought\" by this expert on Russian policy is that
we must seek peace under all reasonable circumstances. As a matter of

fact, such disillusioning outcomes of Mr. Kennan's oratorical or literary

messages have not been out of the ordinary in these past four years.

Some of the points advanced in this adapted article really deserve

ripe comment, especially in view of the reputation Mr. Kennan has carved
out for himself as an expert on Russia and presumably on Russian Com-
munism. For one, he contends that the power of Bolshevik hostility to the
West could not have been curtailed or altered by us in the early yean
of the Revolution. This hardly speaks well for Mr. Kennan's historical

knowledge of Eastern European events of that period. The plain fact is
that we in effect helped the entrenchment of Bolshevik power by having
aided reactionary Russian forces under Denikin and others to quell the
democratic struggles of Ukraine and other independent nations to survive

against both Bolshevist and Russian monarchist aggression. Another

pitiful point arises in his reference to Bolshevik relations with other

countries... For any informed person conversant with Soviet national

genocide these past thirty yean, this truly is an appalling statement.
When he speaks of aggressive Chinese Communism and its long known

intentions, one cannot help but be amused by his vain attempt to exonerate
the State Department, of which he was a member, for its tragic mistakes.
His concluding remark on \"co-existence\" with Soviet Communism, basing
its continued possibility on the enforced events of the past thirty years, is

a perfect example of the common logical error of \"misplaced con-
creteness.\" Thus even a quick survey of such inexcusable blunders causes
one to wonder how informed European. view our publicly accepted author-

ities, especially when they wield or have wielded some degree of influence

on the formation of our foreign policy. L. E. D.)))




